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ABSTRACT

This study aims to provide clarity in respect of the readers and advertisers p reference between

mainstream and community newspapers. As a result of the unprecedented success of

commun ity newspaper, mainstream newspapers have found themselves a new rival in the face

of technological developments such as the Internet. Central to both these genres of

newspapers sta nd the readers and ad vertisers' . These readers form an int egral part of the

existence of the newspapers a nd a key component in advertising. For advertisers, the

community new spapers provided the perfect reach as they were aimed at a specific audience.

Mainstream newspapers have been placed under duress with the proliferation of community

newspapers as circulation expanded dramatically. This study providesan insight into readers '

preferences using the Uses and Gratifications theory as a departure point. The results of this

study will also show that in spite of both readers' and advert isers' preference, the mainstream

newspaper will not be made obsolete, instead it will have to continue to reinvent itself to keep

abreast of the changes in the environment.
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WRITING CONVENTION

• The Harvard system of referencing is used in this study.

Names of newspapers are represented in italics. For example, The Daily N ews.

Newspaper terminology, which has been coined by authors, is indicated within single

inverted commas.

A conscious effort has been made to limit the use of footnotes as far as possible in order to

facilitate the unin terrupted read ing of thethesis.

For commonly used terms full terms are used in headings. Acronymsare used in paragraphs.

Illustrative tables and figures are all given as Figures I - 29 and Tables I - 6 in their

chronological sequence of appearance.
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Chapter One

ORIENTATION

INTRODUCTION

According to Kantor (2006) mainstream newspapers are facing a crisis. This is largelydue to

the Internet and community newspapers that are threatening to erode their readership and thus

the revenues from advertisements. The much decentralised, fragmented regional structure that

poses problems for the regional newspapers has created opportunities for a more localised

form of communication: the community newspaper. Redlnk also reaffirms that often growing

out of weekly papers; the community newspapers have moulded their content to local

community interests. In particular, they cater to the increased involvement of community

residents in the affairs of their smaller scale local governments and to their need for increased

information about those affairs. These communitynewspapers (weeklies) have expanded their

circulation dramatically, placing the regional newspapers under further duress.

Picard (2007) contends that community newspaper advertising offers niche area targeting for

specific markets aud has excellent coverage in their own footprint areas. A popular advantage

that the community newspaper holds is that their news content is purely localised focusing on

the immediate community at hand. Community newspapers present opportunities regularly

to reach occasional readers, to change non-readers into readers, and to create new advertising

sales. They face threats from paid daily news papers (dailies) that may respond with their

own free products and from digital broadcasting. By comparison strengths of paid dailies

include their regular audience, their reputations, their wide coverage strength, their analysis

and comment on public events and their position as the primary outlet for retail and classified

advertising.

DEFINING OPERATIONAL TERMS

1. Mainstream newspapers: Refers to newspapers that have a high readership which is paid

for by readers. These newspapers usually encompass a wide geographical area.
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2. Community newspapers: Refers to newspapers that has a geographically contained

readership whi ch is offered free of charge to readers. Th ese newspapers are targeted to

speci fic communities.

3. Readers preferences: This ultimately is the choice readers make on what suits their needs.

In the context o f this study it is based on perceptions of readers that shape their choice of

newspaper.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

According to Duncan in Tomaselli & Dunn (2001:78), the rapid growth of community

newspapers in South Africa is a clear indication that large gaps exist within the market of the

print industry. Yet while comm unity newspapers readership has steadily grown, the market

for mainstream newspapers in South Africa is on the decrease. This study aims to determine

readership preferences when it comes to community and mainstream newspapers. This

research will highlight the perceptions of these readers in this regard.

OPERATIONAL STATEMENT

Mainstream newspapers versus community newspapers: An investigation into readers'

preferences.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS

PROBLEM 1: What are the perceptions in respect of attitudes and op inions of selected

advertisers of The Daily News and community newspapers?

P ROBLEM 2 : What are the perceptions in respect of attitudes and opinions of selected readers

of The Daily News and community newspapers?

P ROBLEM 3 : What impact has the proliferation of community newspapers had on The Daily

News?

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

I. To determine the perceptions of selected advertisers of The Daily News and community

newspapers.
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2. To establish the perceptions of the readers in respect of att itudes and opinions of The Daily

News and community newspapers

3. To ascerta in the impact, the proliferation of community newspapers has had on The Daily

News.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

This investigation will explore the perceptions of readers o f both mainstream and community

newspapers in order to ascertain their preferences. The research is essential in outlining the

percep tions of the readers as this will highlight the changing behaviour of readers of

community and mainstream newspapers. This change in behaviour has resulted in the decline

in readership in mainstream newspapers and has escalated the readership of community

newspapers.

Kaniss (1991:3 1) explains that while metropolitan newspapers have been losing their national

advert ising base to television and radio, another perhap s more threatening form of

competition has moved in on the local advertising base. She further emphasises the very

decentralised fragmented regional structure that has posed problems for the metropolitan

papers has created opportunities for a new more localised fonn of communication outlet- the

suburban daily newspaper more often referred to as the community newspaper.

Community newspapers in South Africa have moulded their content to a new community way

of life . Kaniss (1991:31) further explains that community newspapers were not only able to

meet the local news needs of suburbanites better than metropolitan newspapers could, but

they were able to offer more important advantages to advertisers as well. This dependence on

advertising for revenue has seen a tremendous growth of advertising in newspapers in the

nineteenth century, which has caused a notable shi ft within the industry fro m being news-led

to becoming market-led . This trend has caused newspapers' responsi bility towards its

audience to shift towards its greatest source of income which is advertising.

According to Editor and Publisher (2009) the newspaper industry faces plenty of challenges .

The decrease in readership amongst all demographic groups has caused th e industry to pay

more attention to what is going on in their market and in readers ' minds.

Local and small business enterp rises have been provided with a cheaper, yet more effective

form of advertising through the community newspapers. This alternate avenue of advertising
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for small businesses would have serious implications for mainstream newspapers which this

study aims to highlight.

CONCLUSION

This chapter introduced thebasis of the study. A defmition of the operational terms was given

to explicate the title of the study. The problem statement around which this study is based

was then discussed. The research problems were highlighted from which the objectives for

the research were derived. Finally the significance of the study was explored to provide a

basis for the balance of the study. In the next chapter the discipline of communication is

explored and the many contexts of communication is discussed.
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Chapter Two

COMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter defines communication, thereafter a comprehensive discussion of the different

forms of communication that takes place in different contexts is provided. The context of

mass communication is discussed in detail, as this forms the focus for this chapter. The

difference between mass media and mass communication is highlighted as these are easily

misunderstood terms in mass communication. This chapter is ended with a brief viewpoint of

persuasive communication in newspapers.

DEFINING COMMUNICATION

According to Steinberg (2007:39), in the scientific study of communication, there are two

basic views of communication: a technical view and a meaning-centred view.

TECHNICAL VIEW OF COMMUNICATION

Steinberg (2007:39) states from a technicalpoint of view, communication can be defmed very

simply as "sending and receiving messages", or the transmission of messages from one

person to another.

MEANING CENTRED VIEW OF COMMUNICATION

According to Steinberg (2007:39), this second view of communication, which is regarded as

"more complex view of communication", states that in addition to the transmission of

messages, it involves their interpretation and meaning. Steinberg further states that this view

considers communication as a human phenomenon and the central aspect of human existence.

A more staid look at communication is provided by Mersham and Skinner (1999:2) which

says that most people agree that the verb to communicate means to exchange thoughts,

feelings, and information; to make known; to make common; and to present something that

somebody else understands. Language plays an important role in all human activity and in

human interrelationships. Language is most certainly man's primary form of communication.
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According to Atkinson (1991:23) humans use signs and symbols to convey a thought,

feelings, or an idea. How humans communicate is greatly significant in our lives. Humans

spend most of their time communicating with each other. Humans develop, maintain and end

relationships through communication. Communication influences the experiences and the

happenings in an individual's environment.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF COMMUNICATION

There are several different forms of communication which is applied in different contexts.

These include:

• Interpersonal communication

• Intrapersonal communication

• Small group communication

• Organisational communication

• Mass communication

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

According to Gerard (2006:29), interpersonal communication can be defined as a two - way

communication process of conveying a true understanding between at least two people. It is

accomplished in a precise,clear and forthright manner. A true understanding occurs whenthe

sender and receiver fully comprehends what has been communicated - verbally and none

verbally.

INTRAPERSONALCOMMUNICATION

According to Mersham and Skinner (1999:87) intrapersonal communication is the internal

communication which occurs when the message, the expression of an idea, arises in the mind

of the communicator. This occurs when anindividual communicates with him/herself.

SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION

According to Cleary (2003:37), she defines a small group as a collection of between 3-25

individuals who are involved in a face to face interaction to achieve a common goal.

Mersham and Skinner (1999: 113) state that if the group is too large, the members will not be

able to communicate easilywith one another. Some examples of small groups are, thefamily,

study groups, social clubs,and work groups.
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ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION

According to Grunig (1992:5) organisational communication can be defined as

communication managed by an organisation for the organisation. Mersham & Skinner

(199:148) provides a moresuccinct definition by describing organisational communication in

tenus of the levels, hierarchies and communication networks in the organisation.

MASS COMMUNICATION

According to Steinberg (2007:253), mass communication can be defined as a process of

delivering information, ideas and attitudes to a sizeable and diversified audience through a

medium deve loped for that purpose. This context of comm unication forms the focus of this

chapter and will be discussed in detail. Mass media are the technologies and social

institu tions (such as newspapers, rad io and television) that are involved in the production and

distribution of messages to large audiences.

ELEMENTS OR VARIABLES OF MASS COMMUNICATION

De Beer (2007 :8) states mass communication shares bas ic elements or variables with the

other contexts of human communication mentioned above. He identifies the following

elements:

THE COMMUNICATOR

According to Steinberg (2007:254), the communicator in mass communication is not a single

individual bu t a member of a team within an organisation (such as a newspaper or television

station) involved in the production and distribution ofmessages.

RECIPIENT OR AUDIENCE

Audience is an important part of the conununication process, since it is the receiver of the

message. Steinberg (2007:254) states that the recipients of mass communication are not single

individ uals but consist oflarge audiences who are not personally known to the communicator

or even to each other. The audience is also too large for the communicator to interact with

personally.

De Beer (2007:8) explains that these audiences are not homogeneous but comprise all sectors

of society. Also receivers of mass communicated messages can tum a televis ion or radio

newscast off, or decide not to buy a particular newspaper or magazine.
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MESSAGES

According to De Beer (2007:I0), mass communication messages are publi c in nature. These

messages are not exclusive and are far more strongly bound by nonnative and legal

constraints than individuals who might saysomething in the privacyof their homes.

CHANNELS

De Beer (2007: 10) explains in interpersonal communication we may use sound, sight, smell,

touch or any combinations of these channels to convey a message. Mass media opens us

incredible new possibilities in the integration of fibre optic, digital network, computers,

newspapers and television as cha nnels for mass communication.

FEEDBACK

According to Steinberg (2007: 254), there is little or no feedback from the audience back to

the communicator because the audience members are unable to use the same medium to reply

to the communicator. She explains their access to the mass media is restri cted by the media

organisation, and the complex technology involved means that most people do not have the

specialised skills requiredto encode their messages in a mass medium.

EFFECT

The effect of the messages transmitted via mass media on recipients is a rather contentious

topic. De Beer (2007:II) explores this area by asking these relevant questions: Are all of us

really influenced by the media and if so to what extent? How are we influenced? He goes on

to explain that mass media does have a certain effect on our lives. What is important to

understand is the content of the mass communication is an important va riable as this will

determine the effect mass communicationwill have on its recipients.

THE FUNCTIONS OF MASS COMMUNICATION

This study is focuses on the perceptions of readers which are ultimately promulgated by the

function each genre of newspaper serve. For this reason exploring the functions of mass

communication is pivotal to this research. According to Steinberg (2007: 256), researchers,

particularly in the United States, became interested in gaining insight in to the effects of mass

media messages on people and society and the contributions they could make to restoring
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society's balance. This kind of effects approach to the study of mass communication is

functionalism.

De Beer (2007: 13) proposes that a functional approach to mass communication depiets

media as essentially self directing and self correcting within certain parameters. He goes on

to explain that the functional approach wrestles with the problem of what mass

communication should or could do in society.

According to Steinberg (2007: 257), two theorists, Lasswell and Wright identified four basic

functions of ma ss communication: surveillance of the environment, correlation, cultural

transmission and entertainment. Each of these functions will be explored furth er.

SURVEILLANCE FUNCTION

According to Steinberg (2007:2 57), this function is considered the information and news

provid ing function of mass communication. Society is kept informed as information is passed

on to individuals through the mass media to help them make decisions about certainaspect of

their lives. She explains further , that the media also keeps us informed about national and

international news, updates on crisis around the world, and also to inform people what is

expected of them thereby minimising confusion and contributing to social order.

CORRELATION AND TRANSMISSION FUNCTION

According to De Beer (2007:14), the media analyze and interpret events in soc iety, putting

facts into perspective, explaining the importance of events, giving perspective on different

opinions and often persuading people to act in a certain wa y. Steinberg (2007:257) further

explains our attitudes and opinions about political figures are often influenced by the

impressions we receive from the mass media.

De Beer (2007) raises a relevant point to this research when he slates that mass

communication helps to structure the lives of the audience, and also sets th e agenda of daily

news and other events. By deciding what stories are featured in newspapers, on radio and

television, the media have an impact on what people will think about and discuss.

According to Steinberg (2007:258), the transmission function is a teaching function of mass

communication in that it tries to creat e common bonds among membersof society. De Beer

(2007:15) further explains this function where it assists members of a community to agree on

certain values and forms of behaviour which are acceptab le to the individu als living in that
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community, thereby socialising peop le in society. De Beer (2007) introduces the persuasive

function of mass communication here as many mass communication activities are geared to

educating or persuading members of the audience and further afield . The purpose of

persuasion is to benefit the originator or some other agent that utilises the media. He further

explains that persuasion may be applied in a number of ways: by strengthening attitudes,

changing attitudes, persuading people to act, and in providing individuals with certain values.

ENTERTAINMENT FUNCTION

According to Steinberg (2007:259) the fourth function of mass communication, refers to the

media 's ability to present messages which provide a form of escapism and relaxation to its

audience members. Mass media has a relative advantage over live entertainment in that it is

cost effective and convenient. People can sit in the comfort of their homes and watch

television or read a newspaper without the added expenses of going out.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MASS COMMUNICATION AND MASS

MEDIA

Mass communication and mass media have often been used interchangeab ly, however, there

is a distinct difference that exists between these terms.

MASS COM MUNICATION

Scannell and Lorimer ( 1994:25) provides a revised definition of mass communication to the

one provided by Sullivan et al.. (1983:131) by adding that mass communication is the

practice and product of information and leisure entertainment to large often unknown and

increasingly fragm ented audiences. When undertaken by means of modem technologies, this

process involves institutionally financed and organised, state regulated, high technology,

organisations that provide commoditi es and associated free services, in print, on screen,

electronically and by electromagnetic broadcast. When undertaken by more traditional means,

mass communication includes any means of providin g information, images and I or

entertainment to large numbers of people from all social strata and demographic groups but

who are homogeneous in their behaviourof choosing to attend to an informational source

(adapted from 0 Sullivan et al.. 1983: 131).
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Lorimer (2002) points out that a Sullivan's definition provides a foundation on which to

understand the concept of mass communication. He further adds that the past ten years of

technological change haveset in place communication on a mass scale. As a consequence, we

are now in a position to put forward a new definition of mass communication with three

different subsections. Mass communication is state- and interstate-organised transmission of

intelligence, including:

• Centralised mass information or entertainment dissemination (encompassing radio,

television, newspapers, film, magazines, books, recorded and performed music, and

advertising);

• Decentralised information or entertainment dissemination (on the World Wide Web);

and

• Provision for decentralized media-based interaction on a mass scale (via, for example,

telephone, the mail, e-mail, pagers, two-way radio, and fax).

MASS MEDIA

Mass media is a contraction of mass communication. O'Sullivan (1983) and his colleagues

provide a definition of mass media by providing a list, which are usually understood as

newspapers, magazines, cinema, television, radio and advertising; sometimes including book

publishing (especially popular fiction) and music (the pop industry). (O'Sullivan, Hartley,

Saunders, & Fiske, 1983,p. 130).

Lorimer (2002) suggests adding interactive media (such as CD-ROMs, especially games) and

certain uses of the Internet. This list of mass media, even with these two additions, amounts to

concrete examples of centralized mass communication institutions.

In light of the widespread technological changes, the term mass media then can be defmed as

Lorimer (2002) points out as the sometimes state-regulated, corporately financed, and

industrially organized institutions of information and entertainment dissemination such as

newspapers, magazines, cinema, television, radio, advertising, book publishing, music

publishing, recording and performance, and all interactive media that are engaged in

providing entertainment and information to large, unknown audiences for both private and

public consumption. The mass media also include Internet activities (e.g., Web sites)

designed to disseminate information broadly. Finally, the mass media encompass those
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technologies and organizations which allow communicative interaction on a mass scale

phones, faxes, postal services, cell phones, Blackberrys, Palm Pilots, and the like.

MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY

Lorimer and Scannell (1994: I) state that Harold Innis and Marshall Mcluhan were the first

modem scholars to study the connection between the means of communication available to a

people and the ways in which their means of communication contribute towards shaping the

character and scope of their society, its economic life, politics and culture.

Narula (2006:53) offers a communications perspective where the human actions are seen as

the process by which people collectively maintain social realities. Human beings

simultaneously live in a symbolic universe and are engaged in sequences of interactions with

their environments and with other people. Narula goes on to explain that they actively strive

to create coherent stories drawing from their resources of their social reality and from the

practices in which they are engaged with others.

Lorimer and Scannell (1994:21) explains that the ideas of oral, literate and electronic media

provide a panoramic and somewhat historical view of the role of communication in society.

They further explain that the modem mass media have an impact on society that derives not

only from the organisational biases inherent in such communication forms but also from a

complexity of variables that define their nature- the laws under which they operate, the

technology they use, their organisational form, the professions they employ, their perceived

aims and goals and their orientation to their audiences. Lorimer and Scannell (1994) sees the

mass media as social institutions that function with certain political and legal constraints

employing a distinctive mixture of trained personnel following specific information gathering

procedures to create material for either visual auditory or conceptually oriented media. They

have a particular view of society and work underdefinitive fmancial constraints.

PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION

According to De Wet (2010:5), persuasion predominates in our life worlds. Inevery field of

human existence people partake in and areconfronted with persuasion. De Wet continues to

say that persuasion pervades human communication in all its forms: in intrapersonal, small

group and mass communication. He proceeds to define persuasion as a process of
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communication in which the communicator succeeds in voluntary forming, sustaining or

changing the attitudes of the recipient or group of individuals in accordance with what the

communicator intends by his or her message.

Persuasive communication in newspapers is employed by advertisers to shape the minds of

consumers which involve a conscious attempt to modify the thought patterns of consumers.

The persuasive function of advertising is to aid consumers in the search for goods and

services and to satisfy theirneeds.

According to Cheek (1992:121), individuals are influenced by persuasive communication to

the extent that they have learnt the content of the message given. The more they have

assimilated the content the greater the likelihood the persuasive communication encounter

will be effective.

Perloff (2003: 176-177) has identified three message factors which is needed in order for the

message itself to be persuasive. These are the structure of the message- how it is prepared

and organised; the content of the communication- its appeals and arguments and finally the

third factor is language, how the communicators use words and symbols to persuade an

audience. He further states that persuasive messages change attitudesbecause they stimulate

thought, arouse effect and mesh with the receivers' motivations and needs.

Ungerer (2000: I) states that all texts must seduce their audience if they want to put their

message across successfully. They must tempt them into reading and into accepting the

message. He further explains for media texts this seductive quality is particularly important

because, though their prospective audience is often unlimited, attention is never assured and if

gained at all is difficult to maintain.

CONCLUSION

The discipline of communication was introduced in this chapter and the various contexts

within which communication occurs was explored. Each of these contexts of cormnunication

were explained, placing emphasis on mass communication as this formed the focus of this

chapter. The context of mass communication was given special focus as this was integral to

the medium of newspapers and a brief viewpoint of persuasive communication was provided.

In the next chapter the concept of newspapers is explored as this is one of the most important

variables of this study.
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Chapter three

THE CULTURE OF NEWSPAPERS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on literature review which is pertinent to the traditions of newspapers. It

also considers previous research done in this focus area. The first part of this chapter deals

with the importance of news and the impact it has on its readers. A brief outline of

newspapers is provided with special reference to community and mainstream newspapers.

Each genre is further explained within thecontext of South Africa. The growth and decline

of newspapers in South Africa is examined to demonstrate the changing behaviour of readers

in South Africa. A preview of the growth of mainstream and community newspapers in

South Africa is given to provide a departurepoint for this study.

According to Kantor (2006) mainstream newspapers are facing a crisis, since Intemet and

community newspapers are threatening to erode their readership and revenues from

advertisements. In this respect, this issue is broadly looked at considering both The Daily

News and the community newspapers. Newspaper circulation and readership take thefocus to

highlight the importance of these factors that in many ways contributestowards the success of

a newspaper. This information is then related to The Daily News and community newspapers

in KwaZulu-Natal. Advertising as an important variable that provides the financial impetus

for newspapers is critically examined. The focus is then shifted towards the audience or

readership of both community and mainstream newspapers. The way in which the audience is

informed by news and advertisements in both community and mainstream newspapers is

scrutinised.

NEWSPAPERS

Our need for news is not anidea born in the twentieth century; insteadit has been in existence

even before the advent of the first form of mass media. According to Martin and Copeland

(2003:5), there is evidence that societies found many ways of communicating news beyond

face to face spoken reports. He refers to pictographs that were found in America which are
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4000 years old which include symbols and signs scratched into the ro ck face at easily

readable locat ions. Martin and Co peland further contend that news conveyance is an integral

part o f every successful culture.

Hiebert and Gibbons (2000:156) state that newspapers are a mass medium on the local level

and to survive and grow in the twenty first century most experts and newspaper executives

agree they need to expand their definitions of content and audiences, build their circulation

and compete for advertising.

Petley (2004:4) highlights the sole purpose of newspapers is to deliver or disse minate news

and to keep people informed. This is achieved through a variety of ways wi thin a newspaper.

Ungerer (2000 :131) Slates that it is commonplace that daily newspapers co ntain more or less

distinct text categories, like new s, lead ing articles, obituaries and many others.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMMUNITY

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER

NEWSPAPER AND

L.

The link between newspapers, their communities, editors and readers, was forged with the

first and early independent and free press (Nord, 200 I :109). Even today, in the broadest

context newspapers consider their readers as ' the community', both from a world view, as

belonging to the ' community o f co mmunities', and as that of a community, separated from

the ov erall populous. Broad app lications of the definition "community newspaper" and the

inter-change of terms such as " provincial" with "community newspaper" have contributed

some confusion to specific areas of community newspaper research.

Davidson and Cotter (1997:660) exp lored the possible relationship between the psychological

sense of community and interest in reading the local newspaper. The term ' psychological

sense of community' refers to a strong attachment that people may experience toward others

based on where they live and work or based on with which groups they affiliate (social,

political, relig ious, cultural, occ upa tional). The psychological sense of co mmunity is often

defined in terms ofpersonal orie ntations such as feelings of belongingness and connectedness

and belie fs that one' s relation ship s with others are characterized by shared values and

reciprocal influence (McMilland and Chavis, 1986, as cited in Davidson & C otter, 1997:660).

Based on the premise of Davidson and Colter, the Rising Sun group of community

newspapers, based in KwaZulu-Natal which owns a number of community newspapers such
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as The Phoenix Sun and The Chatsworth Sun, caters for each community individually. Their

public mandate is to promote the general welfare of the community. Each community within

KwaZulu-Natal has its individually named community newspaper e.g. In Chatsworth: The

Chatsworth Sun, Chatsworth Tabloid; In Phoenix: The Phoenix Sun, Phoenix Tabloid. The

formats of these newspapers, although emanating from different newspaper houses, are

similar in content and quality.

To ascertain the differences between bothgenres of newspapers, it is important to understand

the criteria that can be used to distinguish a community newspaper from a mainstream

newspaper which are: frequency, interest, locale, exclusion, circulation size, accessibility,

content categories, geography, format, diversity of format, and catholicity.

FREQUENCY: The Australian Press Council (1994) defines provincial newspapers as those

not published daily (1994: 9). Publications issued over periods of morethan one month would

be termed periodicals (Cryle and Cosgrove, 1999).

INTEREST: Bomann (1999: I), writing on the growth of publications and circulation of

community newspapers in the United States, defines community newspapers as a general

interest newspapers whichare published less than four times a week.

LOCALE: Blexrud (1972:18), using an approach related to geographic locale, discovered that

small town dailies had picked up the label 'community newspaper', though he defined

community newspapers for the purpose ofhis study, 'Rural Community Identification and the

Press', as any weekly publication addressed to the residents of a specific area and its

population centre.

CIRCULATION SIZE: Lauterer (2000:84) draws on the definition applied by the American

Society of Small Newspaper Editors (ASNE) to a small newspaper, which is based on

circulation size. A community newspaper is any newspaper with a circulation of less than

50,000 copies. Ninety-seven per cent of all newspapers in the United States have circulations

under this figure (Lauterer, 2002:84).

ACCESSIBILITY: Lauterer (2000:84) suggests accessibility is also a core defining factor in a

newspaper's 'community quotient'. Accessibility is determined by how easy/difficult it is for

the community to get in touch with the editors, reporters and photographers.

CONTENT CATEGORIES: According to Canadian Heritage (2009) community newspapers

can be defined as: non-daily, free and serving the community, containing editorial and local
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council information along with classifieds, and general local items. Community newspapers

contain community - specific reporting and editorial content and are typically published from

within a community ratherthan an externalperspective observing the community.

GEOGRAPHY: This variable determines the size of a community within which a number of

categories for community newspapers could exist such as:

• suburban,

• metro (inner city) and

• regional (outer suburbs) publications.

Barnhart (1974) made distinctions between three types of weekly newspapers, which he

called:

• Small town, III preference to the widely used terms 'country' weekly and 'rural'

weekly;

• Suburban and

• Community (urban), by which he meant weekly, or less-than-daily, newspapers

situated in and servingneighbourhood areas oflarge cities.

FORMAT: From the aspect of commercial journalism, 'community "newspaper" must be

produced by a traditional newsprint process. Anything else could be viewed as a community

newsletter/notice sheet' (Damian Bester, Editor, Derwent Valley Gazette, 22 July 2002).

From these definitions and qualifications it is reasonable to propose that a community

newspaper can be defined in terms of a broad set of criteria pertaining to, frequency, interest,

locale, circulation size, accessibility, content, geography and format.

THE CONCEPT OF FREE NEWSPAPERS

The appearance and apparent success of free community newspapers requires managers of

paid newspapers to give them attention and to deliberately fashion a strategic response in

markets where they now exist or can potentially appear. The strengths of the community

newspapers include their easy acquisition, the fact that readers do not have to pay money for

them, their quick readability, their captive audiences and the fact that their advertising is more

effective than most paid daily newspapers. All newspaper publishers are in favour of a free

press. But how many are in favour of free newspapers?
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Free newspapers in many countries have experienced a steady increase in numbers,

circulation and advertising revenues in recent years. Penetration has increased in a majority

of countries for which data is available in the past five years. Metro which was originally

published in Stockhohn is an example of a free newspaper (Anderson & Grant, 2000) that is

aimed at urban communities. As a daily newspaper, circulation figures were in the region of

200,000 copies a day. As a free newspaper, Metro was an immediate success. In their report

based on a seminar in London 2000, organised by WAN, Anderson and Grant states that

Metro quickly became the second daily newspaper of Stockholm after Dagens Nyheter (353

000). To date, Metro is published in 12 cities, including Philadelphia and Santiago de Chile

(Anderson & Grant, 2000). Research shows that before Metro was published in Stockholm, a

large portion of the population did not read newspapers. By launching Metro in London,

Associated Newspapers set out to reach a demographic whose preferences may have been

somewhat neglected by the newspaper business up to then: commuters. No other newspaper

had previously targeted the400 000 subwayusers who did not read a national newspaper. It

was a huge market with potential that was still untapped. Advertisers were sceptical at first,

but soon found that the response received from this newspaper indeed put paid to any doubt

advertisers would have had.

Free newspapers have heralded new competition to existing markets and have cost

advantages because of their distribution methods (Competitiveness of the European Union

Publishing Industries, 2003). The appearance of free dailies worldwide has caused

considerable concern among publishers of paid circulation daily newspapers, who fear the

new dailies will further erode their circulation and undermine their advertising base. These

concerns are not without basis because the fact that free papers are surviving in the face of

significant opposition from existing daily newspapers reveals that they are serving a need of

readers and advertisers that has not been met by traditional newspapers (Picard, 2001:172).

Like their counterparts in the paid circulation market, free community newspapers also

participate in a dual product market. They market content to audiences and then market

access of those audiences to advertisers.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS OR TABLOIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA

The much decentralised, fragmented regional structure that poses problems for the regional

newspapers has created opportunities for a more localised form of communication - the
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community newspaper. Often growing out of weekly papers, the community newspapers

have moulded their content to local community interests. In particular they cater to the

increased involvement of community residents in the affairs of their smaller scale local

governments and to their need for increased information about those affairs. According to

RedInk Publishing (2006), these community weeklies have expanded their circulation

dramatically, placing the regional newspapers under further duress. Community newspaper

advertising offers niche area targeting forspecific markets and has excellent coverage in their

own footprint areas.

A popular advantage that the community newspaper holds is that theirnews content is purely

localized focusing on the immediate community at hand. Community newspapers present

opportunities regularly to reach occasional readers, to change non-readers into readers, and to

create new advertising sales. They face threats from paid dailies that may respond with their

own free products and from digital broadcasting. By comparison strengths of paid dailies

include their regular audience, their reputations, their wide coverage strength, their analysis

and comment on public events and their position as the primary outlet for retail and classified

advertising (Picard, 2001).

According to Wasserman (2010:2), in an era where the existence of newspapers is under

threat in many parts of the world, a new printmedia genre introduced in a developing country

has met with unprecedented commercial success. He further explains that the emergence of

South African tabloid is significant as it contributes towards a richer understanding of global

journalism. He also pointsout that the emergence and growth of thesetabloids are significant

to the changing socio-political sphere in South Africa after democratisation. These tabloids

are known for a distinctive type of content- the human interest, graphically told story, heavy

on pictures, pithy, highly stereotyped prose.

Wasserman (2010:41) highlights the success of the tabloid or community newspapers in

South Africa is not as a result of a format, style or genre copied from elsewhere but was

generated within South Africa as a result of its new emerging socio po litical sphere. He

further slates that there is an element of interactivity between the tabloids editorial staff and

the readership that extends far beyond the conventional model of news dissemination which

contributes towards the success of the community newspapers in SouthAfrica.
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MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

The recent media history of South Africa can be divided into two main phases: during

apartheid and after apartheid. These two periods define the fundamental changes that have

reshaped South Africa over the last six decades. According to Gale (2006) South Africa is

also different from other countries in Africa because of its long tradition of newspaper

journalism that dates back to when the Europeans arrived at the Cape of Good Hope.

According to South African Government Online (2006), South Africa has 20 daily and 13

weekly newspapers, most in English. Some 14.5-million South Africans buy the urban daily

newspapers; while community newspapers havea circulation of more than 5.5-million.

For over 40 years the apartheid state tried to gag the country's newspapers, using legislation,

harassment and imprisonment, culminating in the late-1980s States of Emergency. Through

all of this, SA's press continued to report on the news they could.

With democracy in 1994, South Africa's newspapers were freed from apartheid era

restrictions. Our new constitution safeguards freedom of the media, freedom to receive or

impart information or ideas, freedom of artistic creativity, academic freedom and freedom of

scientific research. Kaniss ( 1991 :46) explains that the local news media, whether

metropolitan newspapers, local television and radio stations, or city magazmes, are

commercial enterprises that must make a profit in order to survive. In this respect,

newspapers have had to change their functioning to accommodate the needs of audiences

increasingly demanding entertainment rather than news and information. This has been the

result of a consumer culture that has grown and developed around the consumer goods and

advertising industries fuelled by a capitalist economy. As a result, newspapers too, have

begun to compete with newer media forms by becoming more market led and catering to the

new entertainment needs of the public (Moddie, 2003).

GROWTH AND DECLINE OF MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

According to the British Broadcasting Corporation (2006), the South African newspaper

market, in defiance of international trends, has seen rapid growth since the year 2000, marked

by new entrants into the market and rising overall circulation and readership. Between 2000

and 2005, total circulation of daily newspapers increased by 38.4%, from 1.13 million per day

to \.57 million. This suggests a healthy print media sector. Closer analysis, however, reveals
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a less rosy picture for the so-called "mainstream" or establ ished dailies whic h also purport to

be "serious" and news-focused. The increase in total daily newspaper circ ulation is entirely

accounted for by two new pub lications, the Daily Sun and Isolezwe. Excluding these two

publica tions, there has been a d ecl ine of 10.8% in the total circulation of the remaining 17

dailies monitored by the ABC. Only six recorded an increa se in circulation over the period:

Beeld (+2.5%) , Cape Times (+ 1.9%), rhe Mercury (+1.5%), The Star (+1.7%), The Diamond

Fields Advertiser (DFA) (+9%) and The Pretoria News (+ 14.2%).

The total circula tion added by those six newspapers amounts to 11 ,179 (ABC, 2006). The II

other mainstream daily newspapers (between them) have lost 121,971 copies. The biggest

losers were The Sowetan, which declined by 35.2% from 203,352 to 131,714 ; The Citizen ,

which dropped 31.2% from 106, 120 to 73,008; and The Daily News, which declined 21.7%

from 65,476 to 51 ,251 (downloads.bbc .co.uk).

These are newspapers that compete directly, in terms of language, target readership or

geographic locati on, with The Daily Stili and Isolezwe, which are bothaimed at lower-middle

class black readers (Isolezwe is an isiZulu daily, while The Daily Sun is an English-language

tabloid newspaper). This suggests that the two newcomers arc not only attracting newreaders,

but are also taking readers away from established newspapers especially those that target the

same reader types, such as the So wetan , the Citizen, and Daily Dispatch.

According to the Newspaper Society Report (2003), total newspaper readership is rising, as a

result of the entry of tabloidnew spapers and indigenous language newspapers into the market

as well as community based newspapers . While circulation figures in the United States, the

United Kingdom and Australia suggest readership of daily newspapers is declining, regional,

community and local weekly press circulations are growing .

CHALLENGES FACED BY MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

According to Duncan Melntosh Company (2006) internat ionally, newspapers and other

"tradit ional media" face fundamental problems as their audiences drift towards new media

and their stakeho lders demand bett er returns on investments . Fitch, a New York City based

company, adds that the outlook for the traditional media segments continues to be negative

for 2007.
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According to Belden Associates (2007) the newspaper industry faces plenty of challenges.

The decrease in readership amongst all demographic groups has caused the industry to pay

more attention to what's going on in their market and in readers' minds. In order for

newspapers to adapt, they must build upon their strengths, minimise (and, in some cases,

overcome) weakness and embrace new technology, promotion, alliances, and even cultures 

to deal with these challenges. Beldenassociates.com states the following challenges

newspapers are facing:

• Readers' lack oftime. The number one cited reason readership is declining.

• The marked decline in single copy sales,notably Sunday newspapers.

• Competition. The increasing numberof media outlets fragments time further.

• Younger readership. It is not lost, but requires attention and nurturing.

• The Internet: what to do and how?

•
Belden Associates (2007)cite two of the mainstrengths which newspapers can leverage:

Newspapers are a superior source of local news: newspapers generally surpass the

competition. Belden's average of several markets show that local news is the number one

interest of readers (65% are very interested in this topic) and 82% rate newspapers excellent

or good.

Newspapers are a source of useful information to readers: Newspapers are the leading source

of advertising information overall, especially for real estate, grocery shopping and new or

used vehicles. When people need to buy a product that requires more information, they

consult with newspapers, a bonus with advertisers. Newspapers are also a great source for TV

listings, places to go and things to do.

The mainstream newspaperindustry, worldwide, already suffering from circulation problems,

could be looking at its worst numbers in more than a decade. In USA, circulation numbers

released in 2005 by the Audit Bureau of Circulationswill show industry-wide declinesof 1%

to 3%, possibly the highest for daily newspapers since the industry shed 2.6% of subscribers

in 1990-91(Angwin and Hallinan, 2005). The biggest publishers may show the largest

declines: Gannett Co., which owns about 100 newspapers, says it will be down "a couple of

points" from last year's levels. Long stuck in a slow decline, U.S. newspapers face the

prospect of an accelerated drop in circulation. The slide is fuelling an urgent industry
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discussion about whether the trend can be halted in a digital age and is forcing newspaper

executives to rethink their tradit ional strategies.

Angwin and Hallinan (2005) suggests that rather than simply trying to halt the decline, which

can be done readily through di scounts and promotions, they are being forced to try to

"manage" their circulation in new ways. Some publishers are deliberately cutt ing circulation

in the hope of selling advertisers on the qualityof their subscribers. Others are expanding into

new markets to make up for lo sses in their core markets. Some are switching to a tabloid

format or giving away papers to try to attract younger readers. Othersare p ouring money into

television and radio advertising and expensive face-to-face sales pitches to potential

subscribers.

The losses come at a time when Americans have many news outlets that did not exist20 years

ago, including cable-television news channels and Internet sites, as well as email and cell

phone alerts. Many newspapers have substantial and free online sites offering much of what is

in the printed paper. These sites might not hurt readersh ip overall, but they can erode a

newspaper's paying audience. At the same time, many newspapers have undercut the print

product itself, trimming staff and coverage. They also have failed to figure out howto attract

younger readers to their pages. Others say newspapers are simply facing the familiar fate of

TV and magazines, which have also lost audience in the past 20 yearsand have tried to adapt

by focusing more on demographic groups. "Mass media in general hasjust become a little bit

less mass," says Jason E. Klein, president of the National Newspaper N etwork LP, a sales

ann of the industry (Angwin and Hallinan, 2005). Daily circulation of American mainstream

newspapers peaked in 1984 and had fallen nearly 13% to 55.2 million copies in 2003,

according to the Newspaper Association of America. At the same time, advertising revenue,

adjusted for inflation, has barely budged. In 1985, newspaper advertising, adjusted for

inflation, was $43.04 billion, not much less than the $44.94 billion reported in 2003. That's

just 4.4% real growth over 18 years. During that same period, the gross domestic product,

measured in current dollars, grew 161%.

Based on a 1998 NAA study, mainstream newspapers fall short of expectations or under

perform when it comes to:

• Credibility.

• Being engaging: newspapers needto engage readers better.
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• Providing depth and seriousness of purpose.

• "Connecting" with the audience: TV and others are more likely to create anemotional

connection.

• Being enjoyable.

Belden Associates (2007) states while not necessarily a weakness, this study also mentions

newspapers fare poorly vis-a-vis other media for topics other than local coverage. When

seeking world/national news, business and fmance, features (such as health and fitness), and

professional and local sports, readers areas likely to rely on others.

The market for mainstream newspapers in South Africa today is on the decrease. Thecountry

has the seco nd lowest number of titles in the world in relat ion to population, and newspaper

circulation shrank from 19% to 17% between 1990 and 1996 (Duncan, 2001:78).

Duncan (200 I :78) sees this a s a result of an extremely high unemployment rate: 'The more

unemployment increases, the more the circulation of print media decreases, and the more the

media will be characterized by concentration of ownership as they seek to maximize

advantages to attract a portion of the shrinking advertising cake'. At the forefront of the

problems besetting South African mainstream newspapers is the proliferation of community

newspapers that has impacted on the regional newspapers in South Africa. With the advent

of the television came widespread speculation that it would mark the end of the newspaper.

Still, the newspaper survived all of the hype and both the television and th e newspaper found

its place in society to co-ex ist, albeit, against all odds. Similarly, the Internet has now

become the new threat that is much debated, but this does not mean that it would completely

take over the newspaper or obliterate its existence. The Internet, like the television, will find

its place in society and co-exi st, with the one complementing the other . The question then

arises, which newspapers will it be that survive this transition? This does not question which

company or conglomerate will survive, but rather which genre of newspaper will survive the

transition

GROWTH OF COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

Independent publishers of community newspapers have a name for the onslaught by the big

media players: The Borg mee , named after the race to conquer aliens in the television series

Star Trek. T heir conquests are always prefaced by the ultimatum: "Resistance is futile; you
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will be assimilated ..." writes the Association of Independent Publishers (AlP) in a report on

challenges facing grassroots publishers of community newspapers. "Opponents who refuse

assimilation are annihilated, regardless of the cost," the AlP continues in the preliminary

findings of its Census 2006 report that counted some 238 independent community

newspapers countrywide - about half of the vernacular press in South Africa (Mail &

Guardian Online: 2006).

The explosion of community newspapers and, more recently, community magazmes, IS

staggering. Data from the Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC), in its quarterly figures from

January to March this year, showed a more than 30 percent increase in the circulation of

community newspapers, and the birth of 28 new titles in the past year (Grobler: 2006). ABC

figures represent only 118 community newspapers - a fraction of the estimated 500

community newspapers in circulation. According to Nielsen! (Grobler: 2006), conglomerate

community media earned more than R600-million from above-the-line advertising revenue in

2004 and that excludes inserts and other revenue streams. According to the Association of

Independent Publishers, Community print is the only print advertising sector to show

dramatic year-on-year growth over the past five years (Grobler: 2006). In 2004,

"conglomerate community media posted a 51 percent increase," notes the AlP report. When

Caxton, a major conglomerate publishing house in South Africa, became the first to enter the

community press market in the late 1970s, few realized how profitable this would become.

Caxton and its subsidiary companies currently own more than ISS community titles,

including some 18 Get It community magazines (and more are being launched) and II Urban

Newspapers, while Media 24 comes a distant second with some 40 community titles.

Independent Newspapers and Johncom both own fewer than 20 titles each, according to the

AlP census data (Grobler, 2006).

Caxton inherited many local newspapers from the old Perskor media group. The dominance

of conglomerates on the community press front has always been geographically based - with

Caxton having control in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal, Johncom being dominant in the

Eastem Cape and Media24 and Independent Newspapers in the Western Cape. Caxton is

breaking into the Western Cape market with its hugely successful Get It magazine while

Media24 is launching a similar title in Gauteng. John Bowles, joint managing director of the

I A global marketing research firm
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Newspaper Advertising Bureau (NAB), a Caxton division for national sales and marketing

says that, in general, the community newspapers do not compete with each other but there are

a few hotspot areas (Grobler, 2006). Bowles points out that Caxton has in the past year

launched 10 new community newspapers in Soweto and should it plan to launch even more

newspapers, it would again focus on areas with major new developments. According to

community newspaper publishers, many are not in favour of having their circulations

exceeding more than 40,000 as it becomes too expensive for the local stores to advertise;

instead they would rather launch a newpublication for the newly developed area, as they had

done with the Northside Chronicle on the West Rand in Gauteng (Grobler, 2006). About 70

percent of advertising revenue in community publications comes from local businesses and

retailers.

According to Lucille van Niekerk, general manager for My Week North, research showed a

need for a publication designed "to keep communities informed of all interesting events in

their neighbourhoods"(Newswatch, 2010). Cathy Pestana of Print Media South Africa

(PMSA) says the secret of the community press' success is exactly that. She explains that

"the community newspapers have a closer and more intimate relationship with their

respective communities because they carry local news and specials within their own

communities". She also added that "it is the format, frequency and delivery method that

together has made it a popular medium for today's modern society". (Newswatch, 20I0)

Funded by the Media Development andDiversity Agency (MDDA), SPI (Sol Plaatje Institute

for Media Management) conducted a studyof six independent community newspapers with

the goal of assisting small independent newspapers by exploring and publicizing the many

challenges that they face in their efforts to become sustainable enterprises (News Watch:

2010).

According to the Milne (2006), an in-depth study involving the case studies of six successful

South African newspapers serving theirlocal communities was carried out in 2006by the Sol

Plaatje Institute. Newspapers were selected from a pool of 20 newspapers, which were

nominated as successful ventures by MDDA and the Association of Independent Publishers

of South Africa (AlP). All 20 newspapers were sent questionnaires. These collected

information on each newspaper's background, money matters, the composition of staff, and

the manager's perception of the opportunities and difficulties facing the small independent

community newspapers. Based on the researchers' interpretations of responses in the
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questionnaires, SPI selected six newspapers for the case study phase of the research. A key

finding made by the SPI relevant to this research is that "grassroots or independent

community newspapers yield good returns on advertising spending". The report further

recommends that advertisers and particularly national advertisers, need to rethink entrenched

perceptions of small newspapers and thecommunities they serve.

The intent, according to the institute, was to reveal key business and editorial strategies

successful publications have adopted to assist them in overcoming these challenges.

According to Milne (2006), Rose and Bruce Stepherson, co-owner of the North Coast

Courier maintained in the SPI research that the letters section was a way for the locals to

"own" the paper. The focus of the news that is reported remains very local. They claim to

have a policy that anything outside of their distribution area does not happen. They believe

that their strength as a community paper is that local news is very seldom covered by the

larger publications or the television news (Milne, 2006). By adhering strongly to local news

they are able to provide the community with information that they are not able to get from

anywhere else; the KZN Community Newspaper, does not publish articles that position the

community in a negative light. Stories are written with the intent to empower the community,

get help for the people involved, or to educate people on their rightsand how to access these.

According to the research conducted by the SPI, the owner-editor of the Southern and

Soweto Globe, ShirleyGovender indicated that she had the final say on the paper's editorial

content. Govender is adamant that individuals and organisations do not dictate whatthe paper

can or cannot publish; Limpopo Mirror editor Wikus Lee maintained there is concerted

effort to ensure that reporting is factual and unbiased and publications opt for giving airtime

to multiple perspectives, particularly whenan issue is contentious. The Eastern Free State

Issue has an unwritten policy that the paperdoes not run stories that show one segment ofthe

population providing handouts to another. Finally Ikhwezi News makes a point ofpresenting

readers with news and feature articles that illustrate how people from disadvantaged

backgrounds have beenable to get ahead.

The paper includes a regular feature about a prominent person in the community and a

business section that provides news about successful businesses operating in the surrounding

areas (Newswatch, 2010). The research conducted by the SPI also revealed each community

newspaper adapted a strategic editorial style to suit the community within which it existed.

This was based on a community's culture, lifestyles, interests, opinions, attitudes and needs.
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Community newspapers are not only able to meet the local news needs of a specific

community within which its circulation lies better than regional newspapers could but also

offer important advantages to advertisers. Many of the community based retailers want to

reach only a submarket of the regional market: consumers living within a certain radius of

their store. These advertisers, according to Kaniss (1991:32), are not concerned with a

newspaper's total circulation but rather with its penetration ofthat local market.

ADVERTISING IN NEWSPAPERS

There is substantial evidence that media content is affected- both directly and indirectly- by

both advertisers and audiences (Shoemaker and Reese 1996: 190). This was not always so:

advertising played only a minor role in the financing of newspapers and magazines prior to

the late 1800s. The trend toward industrialisation of the United States in the nineteenth

century brought with it a need to sell the new products being produced. Manufacturers

approached newspapers and magazines about advertising their products, but nineteenth

century publishers often did not have a strong marketing orientation: publishers tolerated

advertising but did not treat advertising 'with the reverence they do today. One nineteenth

century advertising agent had to importune a publisher to reveal the circulation of his

magazine. Reluctantly furtively the publisher scribbled a number on a scrap of paper and

handed it to the agent" (Peterson, 1981: 19).

There has been a notable shift within the newspaper industry from being news led to

becoming market led. In other words, newspapers no longer practice their allegiance solely

to their audience who are to be their primary concern; instead, their allegiance has swayed

somewhat towards advertisers who generate the bulk of their revenue. The dramatic increase

in advertising attests to the growing readership of newspapers. In the early decades

advertisements occupied about 27% of the newspaper, while by mid-century they

commanded on average 42% and in several newspapers over 60% of newspaper space

(Stabile, 2004). The current newspaper trend is typically based on a ratio of 60% advertising

to 40% editorial.

Advertising is one of the most fundamental requirements of all businesses. Most successful

businesses utilize newspaper advertising because of its ability to reach a large portion of a

specific geographical population. Newspaper advertising reaches millions ofpeople who may

never find their business on the internet. According to Hagen and Wasko (2000:214), the
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commercial media industry is primarily concerned to ensure profits by delivering audiences

to advertisers and is interested in audience preferences only to the extent that this is

profitable. Like all advertising venues, newspaperadvertising has itspros and cons.

Newspapers are generally the cheapest way to reach a mass audience, and the timing is fast.

An advertisement can appear just days after deciding to advertise. Advertisements can be

changed frequently and convey a lot of information, and often the newspaper will assist with

the design and production at little or no charge. They can also provide valuable information

on the buying habits of their readers, which is helpful when evaluating future marketing

options.

A study conducted by Whitehill-King et al. (1997), of 'Large-Agency Media Specialists'

Opinions on Newspaper Advertising", examined advertising practitioners' opinions about

newspapers as an advertising medium for national accounts. This study surveyed media

specialists in the top 200 U. S. advertising agencies to find out what they thought of

newspapers as a medium for national advertising. Agencies represented in the study ranged

from less than $75 million to more than $300 million in 1993 domestic billing. Results

showed newspapers coming in second to last, only ahead of billboards, when rated for

effectiveness on factors used to select media for national accounts. Network television was

judged the most effective medium for national advertising accounts by eighty seven percent

of the respondents in the study.

According to Whitehill-King et al. (1997), amid many negative perceptions, newspapers were

perceived to be more effective when compared to others as a secondary medium, for

coordination of promotion with image advertising and as a vehicle for complex sales

messages. Newspapers were judged low on their ability to meet cost, efficiently target a

market or offer opportunities for creative execution. Also, media specialists were interested in

having the newspaper industry look forwaysto increase the medium's targeting abilities.

According to The Trust for Public Land (2002), an organisation whose interest lie III

conserving the land, most major cities in the USA now have only one major newspaper,

often with circulations in excess of 100,000. As a result, advertising is expensive and

targeting is difficult. These newspapers can, however, reach a broad audience (including a

community's decision-makers) with high impact, persuasive messagesand images.
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Advertisers inc reasingly want to communicate ideas in a more personal way. Each national

newspaper has its own distinct identity and user profile . This enables advertisers to target

specific groups very cost-effect ively. National newspapers also offer a wide range of sections

that reflect the passionsof their readers: fitness, fashion, property, gardening, sport and other

interests.

Brassil (2005) maintains that , mainstream newspapers are a popular advertising medium for

most local bus inesses. They are the oldest forms of mass media, and they continue to be one

of the largest, as measured by volume of advertising dollars. Industry giants, as well as the

local convenience stores, use newspapers to advertise . Every community has its own

newspaper. There are over 1,600 paid-circulation daily newspapers in America and several

thousand addi tional local weekly papers as well. Every advertising medium has

characteristics that give it natural advantages and limitations. There are a number of

characteristics of paid-circulation newspapers that make them especially appealing to

advertisers : Most paid-circulation papers,both daily and weekly, reach th e majorityofhomes

in their primary city or town. Almost every home in the United States receives a newspaper,

either at the newsstand or by home delivery. Newspapers permit an advertiser to reach a large

number of people within a specified geographical area. The printed advertising message has

both permanence and desired obsolescence.

According to Brassil (2005) a reader can refer back to, or even clip and save, a particular ad,

yet tomorrow ' s edition is new and fresh and as eagerly sought by the same reader. The

newspaper offers a predictable frequency of publication: once, twice or seven times a week.

Newspapers have immediacy. Short deadlines permit quiek responses to changing market

conditions. People expect to find advertising in thei r newspapers. Many people buy

newspapers just to read the ads from therestaurants, movies and discount stores. Reading the

newspaper has become a habit for most families. It has something for everyone. Certain

segments of a market can be reached by placing ads in diffe rent sections of the paper such as:

sports, comics, crosswords, news and classifieds. An advertiser has flexibility in terms of ad

size and placement. Productio n changes can be made quickly; if necessary, a new insert can

be added on short notice. Advertisements can be examined at leisure. Exposure is not limited,

so readers can take their time reading the messages. It offers a great variety of ad sizes. A

series of small advertisements can be run if an organization does not have a large budget.
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Many options are available to advertisers. Newspaper supplements often feature certain

subjects that readers pullout and save (Brassil, 2005).

According to the British Broadcasting Corporat ion (2006), the decline in circulation of the

mainstream newspapers, referred to earlier, has not resulted in a decline in profits of the

publishers. This is mainly due to the fact that South Africa's consumer boom - fuelled by

interest rates at three-decade lows, as well as a series of tax cuts affecting mainly lower- and

middle-incom e earners - has led to increased advertising and enabled newspapers to charge

higher adve rtising rates. Total adverti sing spending on newspapers increa sed by 44% between

2002 and 2005, from R2.97 billion to R4.29 billion.

THE NEWSPAPER AUDIENCE

The characteristics of individual media outlets or content options to which audiences arc

exposed also affect the value of media audiences. At the most basic level the market may

value different media audiences differently on the basis of its perceptions of the differences in

the effectiveness of messages delivered by the different media (Boivin and Coderre,

2000:22). Just as advertiser demands affect the struc ture and behaviour of the media

industry, advertiser demands affect the structure and behaviour of the audience measurement

industry (Napoli, 2003:80).

According to Dominick (2005), since 2003, 56 mill ion copies of morning and evening papers

either purchased at the newsstand or delivered to the doorstep, found their way into American

homes every weekday. Daily newspaper circulation, in absolute terms has decreased since

1970, as a glance at the Table I shows. The population however has been increasing

(2005:115).
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All weekly papers
Daily circulationper

Year All daily papers
1000 adults

1960 58882000 21328000 475

1970 62108000 29423000 428

1980 62201 840 40970000 360

1990 62327962 56181047 329

2000 55772 847 70949633 287

Table 1: Daily and Weekly Newspaper Circulation.

(Dominick, J., R., 2005:114 The Dynamicsof Mass Communication)

Watson (2003:53) explains that the audience is prone to doing things that the communicators

do not wish them to do, or to be more precise, what the communicators wish audiencesto do

with their publications or their programs is not always what audiences actually dowith them.

The editorial team of a newspaper would clearly wish readers to follow the paper's agenda

that is take note of the major stories of the day as signalled by the front page headlines.

However, many readers may have their own agenda, their own priorities. They may tum

straight to the sports page or the TV schedules. Watson (2003) thinks it is this 'untidiness' of

people that helps substantiate claims that audiences are less vulnerable to media influence and

more proactive consumers of media than some commentators believe. At this stage in

understanding the audiences of media, it is important to note that they have tbeir own lived

experience to connect with the mediated experience derived from reading the papers, listening

to the radio, watching TV or going to thecinema.
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Accord ing to Picard (200 I :169) the audience of free newspapers be it community or dailies,

differs from that of paid newspapers. The potential audience of newspapers includes the

literate population in a market but there are three important subgroups of that potential

audience: Picard (2001 :170) identifies the different groups of readers; th e first group arc the

hab itual readers. These are core readers who regularly read newspapers and wish a regular

flow of information to understand the world around them and to make decisions. Second,

there arc occasional readers who w ant information and diversion but are less committed to

devoting time or money to newspapers. Finally there are those who can read but out of

cho ice, simp ly do not read. They have never acquired the habit and believe that newspapers

are not interes ting enough to spend time or money on.

Paid dailies have traditionally targeted habitual readers as their primary market and then

sought to pick up more circula tion among less committed or occasional readers. Free daili es

are primarily targeting the occasion al reader and some habitual and non- readers. To attract

these readers, free daily newspapers create an edit orial profile based on short stories designed

for quick reading (Picard, 200 I :170). As a result of New Media, the media audience has

become more fragmented. In the midst of this emerges a genre of newspaper, not in the least

bit threatened by the modem spoils of technology. The community newspaper that vies for a

more specified audience leaves behind a remnant which is rigorously sought after by their

regional counterparts.

AUDIENCE APPEAL

Not only do gatekeepers select information for its newsworthiness, or audience appeal, they

present it in ways designed to meet audience needs. In a newspaper the stories must be

readable, the photos arranged properly on the pages, the headlines composed to direct reader

attention (Shoemaker and Reese, 1991 :93). News media depend very much on their audience

for economi c reasons. They have to publish whatever makes people buy thei r newspapers,

listen to their radio programs, or tune in to their TV shows and sta y tuned through the

commercial breaks. According to Fog (2006) newsworthiness is about catching the attention

of the audie nce by presenting something spectacular, unusual, emotionally touching, and

something that people can identify with. The media are keenly interested in the size and

demographic characteristics of their audiences. Most of this information is gathered so

advertisers will know where to place their messages so as to reach their target audiences.
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Audience data helps gauge public acceptance after the fact but are not of direct help in

guid ing the countless choices that go into producing media messages (Shoemaker and Reese,

1996:110). Given the nature of the product, ' what' s new?' is inherently a more difficult

question than 'what sells?'. Entertairunent producers have a more direct link to the audience

than their news counterparts. By watching the best-seller list, the top gros sing movies, and the

highest rated television programs, they know ' what sells ' . Unlike news producers, movie

studios can even try out different endings with preview audiences. An editor, for example

cannot consult audience members before making selections. Audience research may give

media workers ideas about general interests of viewers, listeners, and readers, but it does not

come often enough to help much in the many other dail y choices (Shoemaker and Reese,

1996:110). Lacking this feedback, audience needs have long ago been incorporated into

stab le, enduring craft norms. As Schlesinger (1978: 115/6) states that production routines

embody assumptions about audience members. The audience is part of a routine way of life.

When it comes to thinking about the kind of news most relevant to the audience, newsmen

exerc ise their news judgement rather than going out and seeking specific information about

the composition, want or tastes of those who are being addressed.

This news judgement is the ability to evaluate stories based on agreed-on news values, which

provide yardsticks of newsworthiness and constitute an audience oriented routine. That is,

they predict what an audience will find appealing and important; and in practice, they direct

gatekeepers to make consistent story selections.

REVENUE GENERATED THROUGH ADVERTISING

Shoemaker and Reese (1 996: 149) suggest the commercial mass media make their money by

delivering audiences to advertisers, to the extent that they are consumed by desirable target

audiences. According to Dominick (2005:III ), newspapers derive their income from two

sources: advertising, which provides about eighty percent of the total revenues, and

circulation, which accounts for the other twenty percent. Advertising revenue is closely

related to circulation since papers w ith a large circulat ion are able to charge more for ads that

will reach a larger audience. Newspapers take in circulation and adverti sing revenues on a

daily basis which makes them good cash flow businesses. Dominick (2005:III) explains that

the majority of community newspapers enjoys a monopoly in their markets and represents a
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cost- effecti ve way for advertisers to reach a local community. Advertising revenue comes

from four separate sources:

• local retail advertising

• classified ads;

• national advertising, and

• Prepaid inserts.

Local retail ad vertising is purchased by stores and service establishments. Department stores,

supermarke ts, auto dealers, and dis count stores are the businesses that buy large amounts of

space. Classified advertising, whic h is bought by local businesses and individuals, is

generally run in a special sec tion in the back o f the new spaper. Buyers and sellers purchase

classified ads for a wide range of products and services. National adve rt ising originates with

manufacturers of products that need to reach a nati onal market on a mass basis. The majority

of these ads are for automobiles, food, airlines and Web- based companies. Prepaid inserts or

preprints are advertising supplements put together by national, regional, and local businesses

that are inserted into the copies of the paper (Dominick 2005:112).

REVENUE GENERATED THROUGH CIRCULATION

The circula tion revenue includes all the receipts from sell ing the paper to the consumer. The

newspaper, however, does not rece ive the total price paid by a reader for a copy of the paper

because of th e many distribution systems that are emp loyed to get the new spaper to the

consumer (Dominick, 2005:1 12). The most common method is for the p aper to sell copies to

a di stributor at wholesale pri ces, usually about 25% less than the retail price . Other methods

include hiring full time employees as carriers and billing subscribers in advance. According

to Domin ick, one closely studied factor importa nt in determining circu lation revenue is the

effect of increased subscription and single-copy prices. In 1970, 89% of newspapers were

priced at 10 US cents a copy. In 200 3, none cost less than 25 cents. Most cost 50 US cents or

more. The ri sing prices of ne wspap ers have prob ably had some negative impact on circulation

revenue. Several papers in the USA have noted a decrease in subscriptions among olde r,

fixed-income residents following price increases (Dom inick, 2005:112).
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CONCLUSION

This chapter reviewed the literature which considered previous research done in the area of

this thesis' focus. A preview of the growt h of mainstream and community newspapers, in

South Africa was given as it forms an integral part of this study. The Daily News was

discussed at length as it is an important variable in this study. Focus was then given to

specific differences between a community newspaper and a mainstream newspaper. Two

important aspects of the newspaper were then discussed, i.e. revenueand the audience. In the

next chapter, the conceptual framework is discussed which was applied to this research.
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Chapter four

COMMUNICATION THEORY

INTRODUCTION

The research objectives and research questions in this study pertains to the preferences of the

readership of both or either community newspapers and or mainstream newspapers which

forms a large part of the uses and gratifications theory. This theory creates a conceptual

framework around which this study is based. In this chapter the theory and its applications in

relation to this research study is discussed.

DEFINITION OF USES AND GRATIFICATIONS THEORY

Ming (1997) states that in addition to being historically applied to mass media study and thus

applicable to considerations of newspapers and online media, uses and gratifications is a

receiver based communication theory.

Evans (1990:151» defines uses and gratifications as a framework in which audience

gratification is primary and media consumers are seen as rational agents whose various uses

of media offerings depend upon how these offerings serve various psychological functions.

According to Levy and Windahl (1984:51), uses and gratifications is a receiver oriented

concept supposing an active audience. Katz (1959:2) discussion of the tradition states that in

a uses and gratifications framework, the question is not what do the media do to people but

rather, what do people do with the media?

Ming (1997) further states almost any consideration of media from a uses and gratifications

standpoint explicitly asserts as its central maxim the idea of an active, rational, goal-seeking

audience. Katz, et al. (1974:20) provides a classic seven point precis of the uses and

gratifications tradition. They confer that the uses and gratifications studies concerns itself

with the social and psychological origins of needs, which in tum generate expectations of the

mass media which lead to differential patterns of media exposure which ultimately results in

needs gratifications and other consequences.

According to North (2000), the first assumption of uses and gratifications theory is that a

change in one part of the system, will of necessity, cause a change in another part of the
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system. Much as VCRschanged television viewing, the internet is now changing the way we

interact with all other forms of media. Two examples of this are ABC's Enhanced TV, and

MTV's Direct Effect, both of which combine television with interactive web sites. The

second assumption of this theory is that audiences use the media to fulfil expectations. Media

use is a means to satisfy wants or interests. The third assumption of uses and gratifications

theory is that audiencemembers are aware of and can state their own motives for usingmass

communication.

ApPLICATION OF THE USES AND GRATIFICATIONS THEORY

The application of this theory to this research study rests on the second and third assumptions

of this theory: The audience use the media to fulfil expectations and that audience members

are aware of and can state their own motives for using mass communication systems.

Community newspapers provide a range of uses to its wide yet specified audience members.

This comes in the form of horoscopes, community news, advertisements, letters, classifieds,

sports, motor news and inserts. Each of these components are evident not just in community

newspapers but also in mainstream newspapers. The difference lies in the content of each of

these components presented in the different genre of newspapers. The content determines the

use for each audience member who decodes the information presented. To gain readers'

attention, free newspapers must meet the needs of those people. They do so by serving an

important audience need for basic information about what is happening within their

community.

According to Watson (2003:54) the Gratifications approach works from the premise that there

is a plurality of responses to media messages, that people are capable of making their own

minds up, accepting some messages, rejecting other, using the media for a variety of reasons

and using them differently at different times. A crucial factor, given special emphasis by Jay

Blumler and Elihu Katz in The Uses ofMass Communication, (1974), is the influence upon

members of the audience of the cultural and social origins from which their needs arise.

Blumler, McQuail and Brown (1972) posed four major categories of need which the media

serves to gratify:

• Diversion: We use the media to escape from routines, to get out from underproblems,

to ease worries or tensions. For example a newspaper not only offers hard news but

also news of entertainment value that provides a form of escape for readers.
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• Personal Relationships: We integrate our media experiences in the pattern ofour actual

relationships: it serves as a 'coin of exchange'. For example news reports of children

abducted causes parents to exercise extra caution with their own children, especially

when children are left in after care.

• Personal identity: Through news articles, we may seek reassurance about our own

lifestyle, our own decisions, even our own values. For example, news reports are

generally based on items of events that are out of the ordinaryor that causes society to

examine what is the acceptable nann.

• Surveillance: We use the media to gain information about our world, our community,

to keep an eye onthings and clarify what we think about it. For example, news reports

or even advertisements that help members of society to scan the environment for

relevant information that would impact on their lives.

Lopez and Enos (1973:115) state that cultural needs may be a structural variable that can

influence media use. Research on ethnic media use for example has found that choice of

media is influenced by demographic variables.

Robertson & Kassarjian, (1991:129) claims that research has also examined how different

motivations can lead to different outcomesof media use.
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position and life history. 2 (10)

Figure I: Rosengrens' visualized paradigm for uses and gratifications research

(Blumler and Katz 1974 in Lull 1995:95)

Karl Erik Rosengren (1974:270) presentedwhat he calls a visualisedparadigm of media Uses

and Gratifications. He tried to straighten up the untidiness of Uses and Gratifications theory

by proposing a communications systemsmodel, the type of which was very much in vogue at

the time. The model figure I was designed to account for the process wherein an individual

media audience member, situated in a complex society, uses the media. Rosengren (1974)

argues that human biological and psychological needs should be the theoretical starting point

for the complicated journey toward gratification. According to his model, needs generate

perceived problems and suggest solutions which motivate contact with mass media and

inspire other forms of social activity which then either successfully or unsuccessfully gratify

the need. According to Lull, (1995: 94) as the model indicates, this is not a simple or

straightforward process. Rosengren added an abundance of little arrows from boxes

representing 'society' and 'individual characteristics'. This was done to show that people

engage the media to gratify their needs under the apparent constant influence of strong but

conceptually vague external and internal influences which he made no systematic effort to

explain.
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The Uses and Gratifications paradigm suggests that there may be several reasons why people

would attend for example to advertisements. Most research on advertising use has focused

solely on consumers' need for information prior to purchases and their desire to reduce post

purchase dissonance. However, as Bloch (1986:120) has pointed out, attention to

advertisements can also occur outside of a purchase situation. He found that recreational and

hedonistic motivations were more important than informational ones. Thus, people may

attend to ads not just to gain information, but also for surveillance, for entertainment and for

alleviating boredom.

Finally, one of the attractive things aboutUses and Gratifications theory is that it conceives of

the consumer as something more than the unwitting recipient of advertising, or even as an

individual actively seeking information supplied by the marketer. Robertson and Kassarjian

(1991:130) describe it as seeing consumers having many different agendas, and as using

advertising for many purposes other than those intended for by advertisers- perhaps as

entertainment, or diversion or in order to derive any number of gratifications. TheUses and

Gratifications Approachviews the audience as active, which according to Rossi (2002) means

that they actively seek out specific media and content to achieve certain results or

gratifications that satisfytheir personal needs.

McQuail (1987:73) offers the following typology of common reasons for media use which is

relevant to the respondents' reasons forreading their favourite sectionsof the newspaper:

INFORMATION

• finding out about relevant events and conditions in immediate surroundings, society

and the world

• seeking advice onpractical mattersor opinion and decision choices

• satisfying curiosityand general interest

• learning; self-education

• gaining a sense of security through knowledge

PERSONAL IDENTITY

• finding reinforcement for personal values

• finding models ofbehaviour

• identifying with valued other (inthe media)
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• gaining insight into one's self

INTEGRATION AND SOCIAL INTERACTION

• gaining insight into circumstances of others; social empathy

• identifying with others and gaininga sense of belonging

• finding a basis forconversation and social interaction

• having a substitute for real-life companionship

• helping to carry out social roles

• enabling one to connect with family, friends and society

ENTERTAINMENT

• escaping, or beingdiverted, from problems

• relaxing

• getting intrinsic cultural or aesthetic enjoyment

• filling time

• emotional release

• sexual arousal

Acccording to Willians (2003: 190) audiences interpret media messages and their abilityto do

this is determined by a range of individual, social and cultural factors. Specific audiences

exist for particular media products. What audiences think and what they do is more central to

understanding the influence of the media.

For the sake of this research, the audiences in question are those who consume a particular

product: the newspaper, more specifically, the community newspaper and/or the mainstream

newspaper.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a communication theory around which this study is based was discussed. A

definition of the uses and gratifications theory was provided in relation to the study. The

applications of the uses and gratifications theory to this study were explained. In the next

chapter the focus is on the conceptual framework of this study.
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Chapter jive

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter introduced the Uses and Gratification Theory. This chapter examines

the role of community newspapers and mainstream newspapers in conjunction with the

Shannon and Weaver Model of Communication. Further, the Uses and Gratification Theory is

used to understand how interferences (or distortions) of messages are be eliminated. The

chapter associates the concepts and theories of communication that are connected to the

positioning of community and mainstream newspapers within the media industry. The

theories will provide a background or model of how communication occurs with regards to

community and mainstream newspapers.

THE TRANSMISSION MODEL OF COMMUNICATION

The Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver's Mathematical Theory of Communication is an

important and influential catalyst in the development of other models and theories of

communication (Severin and Tankard,1992). This theory is also known as the transmission

model of communication. Although the model was based on electrical principles, it aptly

identified the aspect of interference in message transmission.

This model involved the breaking down of an information system into subsystems and

communication is composed of six main elements. These are:

• Encoder

• Channel

• Message

• Decoder

• Receiver

Severin and Tankard (1992) note that the information source produces the message to be

communicated out of a set of possible messages. The messages may consist of the spoken or

written words, pictures and music. The transmitter converts the message to a signal suitable
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for the channel to be used as illustrated in figure 2. The channel is the medium that transmits

the signal from the transmitter to be receiver. The receiver will then perform the inverse

operation of the transmitter by reconstructing the message from the signal.The destination is

the person or thing for which the message is intended. If there is correspondence between the

two meanings the result is communication.

-- •
Information
Source

•. -

Message

Transmitter

••. .

Message

Receiver

Figure 2: The Schematic Diagram of Shannon and Weaver Communication System

Adapted from The Mathematical Theory of Communication

(Shannon and Weaver.1949.The Schematic Diagram of Shannon and Weaver. Urbana.

New York. University of Illinois Press)

USING THE SHANNON AND WEAVER COMMUNICATION MODEL

TO IDENTIFY DISTORTION

Figure 2 explores possibilities of distortion (interference) of news in mainstream newspapers

as well as in community newspapers. At this point it would be wise to reiterate that

mainstream newspapers have a wider audience which may be aimed at an entire province or

at the entire country.
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When applying the Shannon and Weaver model of communication to understand the area of

distortion of news (and possibility events), the primary node of distortion would occurwhen

news is encoded at a specific terminal and transmitted to a variety of cultural groups. An ideal

example of such diversity is the South African 'rainbow nation'. Mainstream newspapers

would most probably fail in ensuring that the news is decoded similarly. It should be noted

that even mainstream newspapers are somewhat gaining the tendency to lean towards subtle

community type news; for example the Daily News has a wider White readership, whereas the

Sowetan has primarily a Black readership.

Application of the Uses and Gratification Theory assists in guiding the understanding of

'interference reduction'. As explained in the previous chapter, people have a tendency to

gravitate towards news which has direct relevance to their existence. This means that a

community would appreciate (and use) news which has a direct bearing to their lives. They

would obtain gratification by gaining knowledge which empowers them at a local level. The

community newspapers fill this need at a greater level than the mainstream newspapers.
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The encoder is The news is

the editorial encoded

team who (complied)

collects news address

from a broad needsEncoder

Channel

The channel is Used by

the newspaper readers who

which is normally want

produced 10 to know what

extremely ishappening in

large quantities and around the

and distributed country

nationally

The channel

is the

newspaper

which is

produced on

a smaller

scale and

distributed

locally

Used by readers

who normally

want to know

what is happening

within their

community

Message The message is The news is

diverse diverse

The message

IS primarily

The news

generally relevant
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specific to the specific

community.

Interference of

interpretation IS

minimised.

Decoder

Interference or News is rarely

distortion personal

normally

occurs at this

point. General

news IS

perceived

differently by

vanous

cultural groups

and may be

decoded

differently by

various groups

and individuals

Interference

or distortion

normally

occurs at this

point. News

and events

have

relevance to a

specific

community

and

interference

is minimised

when

decoded by

the reader.

News is normally

personal and there

IS immediate

gratification

are not uses the news

The reader uses

the news to gam

knowledge about

events and

happenings at a

local level

The receivers

are normally

readership 0 f

the same

cultural

orientation.

reader

to gam

of knowledge

same about events

and

happenings at

a national level

orientation.

necessarily

readership

the

cultural

The receivers The

Receiver

Table 2: Understanding the Uses and Gratification of News and Events From the

Shannon and Weaver Perspective
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SUMMARY

The association of the components of the Shannon and Weaver model and the Uses and

Gratifications theory is important to this study as it identifies key areas within the realm of

communication that have encouraged the preference of readers' and advertisers of both

genres of newspapers:

The Source: The news disseminated through mainstream newspapers has a far more general

significance as it targets a diverse audience. The differences with this diverse audience rest

predominantly with theircultural beliefs and language and geographical locale. As a result of

this diversity, the source will be forced to address its primary audience who inadvertently are

those that can afford to purchase the newspaper. The community newspapers on the other

hand provide news that directly impacts a particular community with specific needs. Whilst

the racial quota of communities are rapidly changing due to democracy, the basis of

community newspapers rests on the majority of community members from a particular race

group. The news disseminated here is of a far more intimate or community specific nature

when compared to the broad yet vague news that is sourced through the mainstream

newspapers. The usage of the news whether through community or mainstream newspapers

serve the audience's varied needs.

The Encoder: Mainstream newspapers try to feed the need of their audiences by ensuring a

constant and fresh supplyof news. This process involves purchasing news from international

press associations and employing a number of highly paid journalists. Community

newspapers have a far more different approach to collecting news as their journalists are

mainly local based. The purpose of this is to ensure that news from the immediate

surroundings of the audience is secured to feed the need of their audience.

The Channel: The starkcontrast betweenmainstream newspapers and community newspapers

lies in their circulation numbers. Community newspapers have a print circulation that is a

fraction of the circulationof the mainstream newspapers. Whilst this may seem intimidatory

in respect of the numberof newspapers printed, there are a numberof community newspapers

that exist within a specific geographical locale.

The Message: The information that forms the makeup of a particular newspaper is varied.

Some newspapers carry sections other than news reports, such as: horoscopes, sports,

entertainment, health and beauty and many others. It's this core feature - the message which
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generates the uses and gratification the audience derives that creates the interest for the

audience. It is also at this point that the interference that Shannon and Weaver mentions in

their model that comes to the fore. However the interference is not technical but lies within

the content of the message. There is lesser interference with community newspapers as the

message has far more relevance to its readers than the news disseminated through mainstream

newspapers. This too isbased on the needs of the audience.

The Decoder: The audience of both community and mainstream newspapers decode or

interpret the news on thebasis of culture, language, education and other factors. Once again,

the decoder will decode news that will satisfy or appease a certain need that needs to be

gratified. Interference occurs at a greater rate in the decoding process for the reasons listed

above. Information or news that is not relevant will be ignored, irrespective of its importance

to the community or region.

The Receivers: The diversity of the audience especially with mainstream newspapers or the

cultural orientation of community newspapers is the deciding factor on the type of content

that is disseminated to its audience. It is at this point the receivers utilize the information to

gratify a variety of needs.

CONCLUSION

These theories are intrinsically entwined through the communication process. Each

component within the communication process has a defmitive impact on: the way in which

the information or news is gathered; the type of information and news that will be

disseminated through the different channels; the process of decoding the news and

information and finally the audience who act as receivers and how the news and information

is utilised to satisfy needs that must be gratified. The Uses and Gratifications theory has

provided this study with the reasoning behind which the audience decides on their preference

of newspapers.
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Chapter six

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the methodology undertaken to fulfil the objectives of the research.

This process is initiated by outlining the research objectives, which progress towards the

research design. The researcher has undertaken to implement both quantitative and qualitative

research as they complement each other in this study. This is followed by a discussionof the

collection of the primary data and the sampling of the respondents followed by the selection

of the newspapers and advertisers.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The research method selected for this study follows from the research objectives. For that

reason, the objectives are listed hereunder.

• To determine the perceptions of selected advertisers of The Daily News and

community newspapers.

• To examine the perceptions of selected readers of The Daily News and community

newspapers

• To determine the impact that the proliferation of community newspapers has had on

The Daily News.

RESEARCH DESIGN

According to Leedy & Onnrod (2005:144), the research design is the strategy used to tackle

the research problem of the study. This research is based on both quantitative and qualitative

research methods, to answer the research questions and satisfy the objectives of thestudy. In

varying situations, applied research as with other roles of research, can assume one of two

functional roles. Such research can either be exploratory, or it can be predictive. In an

exploratory study, an investigator may try to draw out from a small group of people their

perceptions of a product or even a product category. In this study, one of the researcher's

aims is to determine reader's perceptions of community newspapers and The Daily News to

deem the success of each.
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THE SAMPLING PROCEDURE

DuPlooy (2002: 100) states that sampling involves following a rigorous procedure when

selec ting units of analysis from a larger population. He further sta tes that, the term

"population" not only refers to peopl e, but can also be defined as any group or aggregate of

individuals, groups, organisatio ns, socialartefacts/objects, or social interaction and events.

In order to collect accurate data abou t all the m embers of a population, we could question,

analyse or investigate every member. DuPlooy calls thi s a census. However due to constraints

such as time, costs and geographical distances, a census becomes im practical. As thi s

research utili ses both qualitative and quantitative research, a sample of the population must be

drawn in su ch a way that it is representative of that parti cular population.

SAMPLING METHODS

According to Weiman, et at. (2005:5 7), before researchers draw a sample of th e population

for an alysis, they should obtain clarity about the population, or units of analysis to which their

research hypotheses apply. This involves a sampling frame, Weiman, et al. provides a

definition of a sampling frame which is a comp lete list in which each unit of analysis is

menti oned only once.

In thi s instance the researcher was able to identify the population size based on the

hypotheses of the research. Table 3 provides a guideline for population sizes in respect of the

number of respondents .

Rampersad (2007:32) states that a sampling frame is required in order to select sample units.

Data can be obtained from membership lists, cen sus lists, telephone, and maps from various

organizations . Rampersad (2007) further states that the sampling frame comprises the

com plete list o f all the units from wh ich the sample is drawn.

Weim an, et al. (2005:56) state that two sampling methods can be distinguished: probability

sampling and non-probability sampl ing. They further state that in the case of probability

sampling, that the probability can be determined, that any element or member of the

popul ation will be included in th e sample. However, in non-probability sampling the

probability cannot be specified. In order to satisfy the requirements for this research study, a

brief explanation of the two types o f sampling methods are provided. This explanation will

form the basis on which samp ling method will be selected.
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PROBABILITY SAMPLING

According to Bertrand and Hughes (2005:66-67) probability sampling methods produce a

sample which is statistically representative of a large population, allowing generalisation

from the sample to the population, on the assumption that repeated sampling would produce

similar results, so that sampling error canbe measured.

According to Stacks and Hocking (1992: 176-188), probability sampling meets the following

requirements:

• every unit in the population has an equal and therefore probable (p) chance of being

selected as part of the sample,

• ensuring that the sample will have the same parameters as thepopulation;

• the researcher does not predict orcontrol the random choiceof units of analysis;

• a sampling frame can be compiled and every possible combination of units can be

drawn from the sampling frame,

• Thereby eliminating bias that occurs when excluding certainunits.

NON- PROBABILITY SAMPLING

Bertrand and Hughes (2005 :67) state that non-probability sampling methods produce a

sample which bears no known relationship to any population. Non-probability samples can be

used within a positivist or post-positivist framework, for exploratory research before

hypotheses are developed for more rigorous testing or within non-positivist research where

the results are not intended to be generalised to a whole population.

The definitions offered above provide adequate clarity between probability and non

probability sampling. Based on the objectives of this research and the fact that the results of

this research can be generalised to the greater population, the researcher will be using

probability sampling for this research study. Every unit of population within the KwaZulu

Natal area will have an equal and probable chance of being selected as part of the sample.

The researcher will not have control over the random choice of the units of sampling. This

will also allow the researcher to includeeverypossible unit drawn from the sampling frame.
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THE SAMPLE SIZE

As this study was aimed at generalisability of the findings, the sample drawn had to be

representative of the population of KwaZulu-Natal. According to Babbie (1983:415-416)

convention has been established we should aim for at least a 95% confidence level for any

response. Table 3 is a depiction of how the sample size was chosen.

POPULATION SIZE SAMPLE SIZE ,

INFINITY 384

500 000 384

100 000 383

50000 381

10000 370

5000 357

3000 341

2000 322

1000 278

Table 3: Simple random sample size at 95 percent confidence level.

(DuPlooy 2001:104)

The sample size for this study in respect of audience survey was 384 respondents.

Individuals were represented by both genders and these represented all age groups. These

individuals were readers of both community newspapers and The Daily News and they lived

within the area of circulation of a community and The Daily News. In this respect three areas

were pre-selected which has a circulation of at least two community newspapers as well as

The Daily News. They were, Chatsworth, Phoenix and Umhlanga. Phoenix is regarded as a

relatively low income based area with a relatively large Indian population. Chatsworth is
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regarded as a low to middle income area with a large population ofindians. Umhlanga on the

other hand is a high income area with a mixed population. These areas represented different

dem ographi cs that would inadvertently impact on the different advertisers targeting different

audiences.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

According to Dillon et at. (1993:308), validity is concerned with the soundness and

effectiveness of the measuring instrument. Validity questions the elements that test measures,

the accuracy of that measurement and finally, whether the test measures what it is supposed

to measure. To establish the validi ty of a study, a factor analysis is done. In this study, the

researcher applied content and construct validity. Construct validity refers to the degree to

which a measure confirms a network of related hypotheses generated from theory based on

the concepts or constructs. According to Zikmund (2000:304), construct validity implies that

the empirical evidence generated from the measuring instrument is consistent with the

theoretical concepts. It is therefore established during the statistical analysis of the data.

Face or content validity is a subjective criterion which reflects the extent to which items are

meaningful and appear to represent the construct being measured (Zikmund, 2000:291 ). In

this study the researcher purports to evaluate the perceptions of the readers of both

newspapers as well as the perceptions of advertisers of both genresof newspapers.

The measuring instrument that the researcher ut ilises in this research is a questionnaire. The

validity of this questionnaire can be tested by a brief analysis of the questions that form the

questionnaire. Each question is in relation to the obj ective of the research and uses an

exhaustive technique in addressing eachaspect of the obj ectives.

Reliability is defined as the degree to which a measuring instrument is free from error and

therefore yields consistent re sults (Zikmund, 2000:300). Accordingto Colosi (1997) there are

two ways that reliability is usually estimated: test/retest and internal consistency. For this

study internal consistency was used as it estimates rel iability by grouping questions in a

questionna ire that measure the same concept. The qu estions in the questionnaire were

formulated to collect reliable information about the perceptions the readers held towards the

newspapers. Variousquestion s were framed to address a single concept.
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DATA COLLECTION

The methods used for collecting the primary data will be discussed. The main research

instrument used in this study is the questionnaire. The reasons for using this method are listed

below:

• Questionnaires could be handed out or sent electronically.

• This is a cost effective way of collecting data.

• The time involved in this procedure was far lesser comparedto personal interviews.

• The survey method of collecting data was suited to the quantitative research method

implemented.

• This research engages the usage of the questiormaire as it is a reliable measuring

instrument in gauging the perceptions of the readers and advertisers alike. The

respondents can be reached electronically, however in this instance there was no need

for electronic dissemination of the questiormaires as the respondents were readily

available. The questiormaires also provided the researcher with a cost effectiveway of

collecting primary data and gave the researcher the opportunity to maximise on the

usage of time. Finally this research involved the use of quantitative and qualitative

research methods which the questionnaire was able to adequately support.

QUESTIONNAIRE

This questiormaire was made up of open ended and closed-ended questions that addressed the

audience of both genres of newspapers. The content for the closed ended questions were

tabulated to determine the frequency of each characteristic found. Thus the researcher was

able to quantify the content and was able to consider the same content as being qualitative

(Leedy & Onnrod, 2005:143). The open-ended questions encouraged the respondents to

express attitudes and opinions in their own words. The researcher considered the order in

which the questions were arranged, which impacted on the participant's responses and the

findings of the survey.

THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire was developed with the assistance of the study leader during one of the

study sessions. Firstly, the topic was formulated and the type of questions to be compiled.
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Thereafter ranges of questions that focused on aspects relative to readers preferences between

mainstream and community newspapers were developed.

THE TITLE

The title aimed to determine which of the two genres of newspapers are preferential amongst

the readership in KwaZulu-Natal. This study will focus on the impact of community

newspapers on mainstream newspapers.

THE INSTRUCTION AND PERMISSION SECTtON

The researcher assured the respondents in Section A and B that their personal data

would remain private and confidential. The information provided would be used as

proof that permission was granted by them to use their responses to contribute

towards the research being conducted.

SECTION A ·QUESTIONS 1 TO 5

The questions formulated in this part of the questionnaire represented the demographic

information, the researcher deemed necessary to compile this study. Each of thesecategories

played an important role in determining the type of readership for the different genres of

newspapers that was utilised in this study.

SECTION B

In the following section, questions 1-17 were closed ended questions which were concerned

with the comm unity newspapers and readers preferences that respondents were requested to

answer. Of these questions 4-9 compared the community newspaper with the mainstream

newspaper. Question 18-39 represented closed ended qu estions which were concerned with

mainstream newspapers and readers preferences that respondents were requested to answer.

Of these, questions 21-26 co mpared the mainstream newspaper against the community

newspaper.

PRE, TESTING

According to Babbie (2010:267), no matter how carefully researchers design a data collection

instrument such as a questionnaire, there is always the possibility of error. He further states

that the sures t protection against such errors is to pre test the questionnaire in full or in part.
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The questionnaire was pretested by four colleagues to ascertain its accuracy and relevance.

INTERVIEWS

Two in-depth interviews were carried out in this research. One was be tween the researcher

and influentia l media personnel of The Daily News. This interview was parti ally structured,

allowing the researcher to deviate and ask follow up questions based on the participant's

response.

The second in depth interview was carried out between the researcher and selected companies

that advertis ed in either or both of the newspapers. These interviews were structured which

standardised the procedure that was carried out with selected advertisers of beth genres of

newspapers. The structured questi ons made analysing the responses easier. Less time was

also used for the administration of this survey.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This is an important step in the research process because the analysis and interpretation of this

data will contribute significantly towards the basis of the findings and conclusions. To

facilitate the capturing of the responses, the questionnaire required the respondent to select

one of three a lternatives for each of the closed ended questions asked by either placing a tick

or a cross in the appropriate spaces. This therefore required the utilisat ion of specialised

statistical software such as Moonstat. Moonstat provided the researcher with the appropriate

yet effective software with which to capture the completed questionnaires.

SETTING UP THE ENCODING PARAMETERS IN MOONSTAT

Once the program was launched, it opened to a defau lt page. The researcher then selected

"create a data set" to create a new data set wherein the responses could be captured.
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File tdlt About

Open an eX8mple dataset

B Open a data set

Figure 3: Default page view

The researcher clicked on "create a data set" and a window opened within the application

which allowed the researcher to create a file name for the data as illustrated in Figure 3.

Si.,lii

I
, I

I
I

~I
3 """_IJ

-..,n""""
""',"'"""_ f'--------

s-..tygo Ir.--Fiosi_i

Figure 4: Creating a file for data
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Once the file was created, a new window opened which is illustrated in figure 4. This

allowed the researcher to cap ture the closed ended questions by allocating a value (0 possib le

alternatives the respondents co uld choose.

_ I i i"

~ Of AbDI.I

~l o..t.l ~~I ....r"~ :' ''''1

OIlB§eI~

.~.

.......
59

."

L»ftb .~: 1i9I'l.Iol... """I" ~ r! "'---- ..,

Figure5: Dataset description

Under the "Names" column, the "sex" is a given variable as an example which the researcher

could follow. The "Labels" referred to what the value would refer to. For example in Figure

5. "j" (represented the value) = "m ale" (represented the label) and ··2"=" female".
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Variables Add a variable I
Names

REFNUM

..,X

AGE

l abels labels for variable : AGE

Value label
p = r.:120:"-3::'~--~

I

Figure 6: Creating a value/label

The researcher then added a val ue for "Age" as seen in figure 6 and ass ign ed a label to it by

clicking on the "add" button.

To add a new variable, the re searcher clicked on "Add a variable" and immediately "var 4"

appeared in the "names" column as seen in figure 7. Th e researcher then deleted this by

backspacing and typed in the name of that variable as seen in figure 8.

Illrlables

" 1 -male " .~2 -female"

". -20 ·30·

REFNUM

SEX

AGE

vara I

Names==::-__I:La::b:::"::.' ---'==='""-;;:.::

Figure 7: Adding a new variable (a)
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v.......

sa -· l """""·"l -f~·
AGE " l-';~.iO·

ENPl.o'l"EOi

1,. .Ibft for,,~: Y¥4

V. ... r'....=--I -I

Figure 8: Adding a new variable (b)

To complete this process, the researcher then assigned value I and provided a label" yes"

then clicked on "add". Figure 9 showsthis process being completed.

Variables

Names Labels

Add a variable I
Labelsforvariable: var4

REFNUM

SEX

AGE ."1-20-30"

EMPLOYED "1-YES","2-NO"

Value
p=
1
1

=YES2=NO

label

ISTUDENT! add

delete

Figure 9: Assigning a value to each label

This process was followed for each of the quest ions from the questionnaire which was added

in the "Names" columnand values and labels were then created.

Figure 10 is a sample screen shot of what the completed process looked like.
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variables

Names

REFNUM

SEX

AGE

EMPLOYED

RACEGROUP

READCOMNP

ENJOYREADC

CNAREFREE

CNBEnERNE

CNBETIERAD

CNBETIERSP

CNBEnERMO

CNBETIERSO

CNBETIERCl

Add a variable I
Labels

"1-male"."2-female"

"1-20-30"."2-31-40","3-41-50","1

"I-YES";2-NO","3 - STUDENT'
---_ ... _-_ ... _.._ .. ---- ------

"t-Indian","2-White"."3-Black","4
- --- -_._.-

"1-YES","2-NO","3-NOT SURE"
- -_._~- ....-._.- _._-----_._--

"1-YES","2-NO" ."3-NOT SURE"

"1- YES","2- NO","3- NOT SURE"
.._- ----- --

"1-YES",..2-NO": 3-NOT SURE"

..1-YES"...2-NO': 3-NOT SURE"

..1-YES",..2-NO.....3-NOT SURE"
---_.- ._---------------------_._._...-...
..1-YES",..2-NO.....3-NOT SURE"

-------_._--_.._---------

..1-YES"...2-NO 3-NOT SURE"

..1-YES",..2-NO 3-NOT SURE"

Labelsfor Vi

Value l

1= r

Copy labe

Figure 10: Sample of completed layout

ENTERING THE

MOONSTAT

DATA FROM EACH QUESTIONNAIRE IN

In order to capture the responses 0 f the respondents the researcher then clicked onthe "Data"

tab at the top right hand comer of the application. The page opened up allowing the different

values to be assigned according to the responses received.

.. MoonStats C:\Program Files\Moonstats\masters.rnon

File Edit About

~~-ecifi~~~~-r~JI~ni~ari~-~~-8iV;riateFr~~ls--l

CIREFNUM ISEX IAGE IEMPLOYED

Figure 11: Opening the data view
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The figure below (figure 12) illustrates how each question was assigned a value. This figure

is a depiction of just tenrespondents withsix variables.

---------
REFNUM ISEX IAGE EMPLOYED RACEGROUP IREADCOMf\

~
1 1 2 1 1 1

.0..-2 2 2 1 1 1

.0..-3 2 1 1 1 1

~
, 2 3 2 1 1

~
, 1 1 2 1 1

e e 1 3 1 1 1

'r: 7 1 , 2 1 1

~ 8 2 1 1 1 1,---- , 2 1 1 1 1
-'-c--

~ 10 2 1 1 1 1

filf, Edit Abolll:

Specifications rOata ] Univariate IBivariate I Tools

Figure 12: Completed data view

In order to produce a pie chart, graph or even a table for each of the variable, the researcher

then clicked on "Univariate" tab key which is situated next to the "Data" key.

Fi~ Edit Aboul

Specifications IData

Select vilnabln
>

AGE
EMPlOYED
RACEGROUP
READCOIrdNP
ENJOYREADC
CNAREFREE
CNBEITERNE
CNBETTERAD •.......,

iUnivariate IBivanate! Tools I
r. pie chart r bar chart r histogram ~~l'printJ save]

r. fr-equencies r de!>Cripti~es w explanations

CUll. l

mal.. UO '1.6'1 '1.61
f9:al" 2.;( sa.aa 100.00

TOTAt 3et 100.00

Figure 13: Selection of univariate option

This page of the application provided the option of a "pie chart", a "bar chart" or a

"histogram", The pic chart depicted above for "sex" was automatically done as this was the

first variable. On the top right hand comer of the pie chart is the options "copy", "print" and

"save". This provided the researcher with the option of copying this pie chart into the data
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analysis. However, the researcher optedfor the table below the pie chart which provided me

with a table that could be copied into myanalysis for the research.

VERIFYING THE ACCURACY OF THE CODING PROCESS

The accuracy of the encoding process was verified by double-checking each code that had

been entered after the questionnaire was encoded onto the database.

CONCLUSION

This chapter outlines the research methodology implemented in this research. It also explains

the procedure that was followed when conducting the survey with the respondents and the

advertisers as well as a detailed explanation of the statistical program used to capture the data.

The next chapter examines the analysis and findings of the study.
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Chapter seven

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at the ana lysis and the findings of this study. To understand the results

obtained from the research, the findings will be organized according to the researchquestions

of this study whereby the resea rcher will try to answer each of the questions formulated at the

outset of thi s research study. The following are the research questions whieh this study

attempts to answer:

• What are the perceptions of selected advertisers towards advert ising in community

newspapers and The Da ily News?

• What are the percepti ons of the audience in respect of The Daily News and the

community newspapers?

• What impact has the proliferation of community newspapers had o n The Daily News?

RESPONDENTS RESPONSE

The researcher will now provide the findings according to the responses received for each of

the questions asked. These findings will be presented in the form of pie charts, graphs and

tables.
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GENDER

The gender of the respondents is as follows: 4 1.67% ( 160) were male and 58.33% (224 )

represented the female gender.

Frequency table for Sex

Value N % Cum. %

160 41.67 41.67

2 224 58.33 100.00

TOTAL 384 100.00

Table 4: The gender ofthe respondents

Table 4 represents a frequency table for Gender or Sex of the responde nts. A frequency

tabu lation is a listing of the va lues or scores and how frequently they occur. The values are in

the "Value" column and the number of cases obta ining each value in the UN" co lumn. The"%

column shows the number of case s as a percentage. For example, in the ta ble above, the

value "Fema le" was obtained by 22 4 cases, which is 58.33% of the respo ndents .
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AGE

Frequency table for AGE

Value N % Cum. %

20-30

31-40

41 -50

51-60

TOTAL

152 39.58 39.58

120 31.25 70.83

96 25.00 95.83

16 4.17 100.00

384 100.00

Table 5: Ageof the respondents

Table 5 provides a table representing the age distribution of the respondents who participated

in this survey. Approximately 39.58%of the respondents that participated in this survey can

be classified as "young adults". Whilst 31 .25% of the respondents were between the ages of

31-40, slightly lesser than these were the 41-50 year olds that represented 25% of the

respondents. A very small percentage (4.17%) of respond ents was in the 51-60 year range.

Further into this research, the relevance of the various age groups will be discussed to reveal

the behavioural patterns and reading trends amongst these respondents.
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Pie cna rtfor EMPLOYED

Figure 14: Employment Status of Respondents

The pic chart in figure 14 is a depiction of the employment status of the respondents.

Considering the bulk of the respondents were aged between 20-40 years old (272), is nearly

relative to the employment status of the respondents. At least 78.91 % which represented 303

respondents were employed at the time of the survey being carried out whilst 21.09 % (8 1)

respondents were unemployed.

RACE GROUP

p~ d'art for AACEGIlOUP

I rd,,,, oo~ :l"I..1

Figure 15: Raee Gronps
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Figure 15 outlines the different race groups that participated in this research. Considering the

areas used to gather the data, it is expected that the bulk (90.63%) of the respondents would

be Indian as shown in Figure 15. The minority (9.38) of Whites represented here would have

emerged from surrounding areas where the research was undertaken. It must be said that it

. was not intentional to address respondents from a particular race group; this was purely a

geographical occurrence.

COMMUNITY AND MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

The basis of this research was to gauge readers' preferences between the two genres of

newspapers. A number of different questions were posed to the respondents in this regard.

These questions addressed both community newspapers and mainstream newspapers. To

provide a comparative analysis, the responses for both community and mainstream

newspapers will be presented together.

READERS OF COMMUNITY AND MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

"I read community newspapers" "I read mainstream newspapers"

Piechart for READCOMNP
Pie chart for READMN

IYES wul

I"IJr SlRE. 7.03 '10 I

eo 211.69 \\

Figure 16: Readers of community and mainstream newspapers

According to Grobler (2006), community newspapers are the only print advertising sector to

show dramatic year on year growth over the past five years.
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Figure 16 100% of the respondents answered "yes" to this statement "I read community

newspapers ". This is a strong indication of the proliferation of community newspapers within

the KwaZulu Natal region. A significantly lesser number of respondents replied "yes" to

mainstream newspapers compared to community newspapers. Figure 16 shows 63.28%(243)

respondents read mainstream newspapers whilst 29.69% (114) of the respondents do not read

mainstream newspapers. One of the reasons for this disparity between the two newspapers

could be that community newspapers are free compared to mainstream newspapers which

carries a distribution cost which is recoverable from the reader.

READERS' PREFERENCES

"1 enjoy (prefer) reading community "I enjoy reading mainstream newspapers"

newspapers"

Pie chart for ENJOYREADC

,
I ~TSUflE 200 r, I

NOTSlf<E 8.59 1".

Figure 17(a): Readers that enjoy reading

community newspapers

Figure 17(b): Readers that enjoy reading

mainstream newspapers

According to Figure 17, 376 respondents enjoy reading community newspapers which

represents 97.92% of the respondents. According to the uses and gratifications theory, there

are many reasons why people enjoy reading a newspaper bearing in mind that the content of a

newspaper is not just made up of news and advertisements. A paltry 2.08 % (8) respondents

were "not sure" if they enjoyed reading community newspapers. An interesting fact that

emerges from this question is that none of the respondents replied "no". Figure 16 shows
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43.23% of the respondents enjoyed reading mainstream newspaper whilst a staggering

48.18% (185) respondents who did not enjoy reading mainstream newspapers. A small

percentage (8.59%) of respondents was "not sure" about whether they enjoyed reading

mainstream newspapers or not.

AFFORDABILITY

Frequency table

Newpapers are free

for Community

Value N % Cum. %

YES 384 100.00 100.00

TOTAL 384 100.00

Table 6: Community newspapers are free

The above is a validation that the distribution costs for community newspapers is not

recovered by the households that receive them. Table 6 shows that 100% of these

respondents that participated in this survey receive their community newspaper free of

charge.
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Pie cha rt forMNAREAFFRD

Figure 18: Mainstream newspapers are affordable

Figure 18 shows that 54.17% (208) respondents did not think that mainstream newspapers

were affordable whilst 31.51% (121) respondents answered "yes" to this statement. A few

respondents (14.32%) were not sure if the mainstream newspapers were affordable or not.

On the issue of affordability, questions 16 asked respondents if they would purchase the

community newspaper if they had to pay for it. An emphatic 180 (46.88%) respondents

answered "no" whilst 32.81 % (J 26) respondents who answered "yes", A large proportion of

respondents 20.31% (78) answered "not sure" to this question.
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"Would you

newspapersT

purchase community" 1 buy mainstream newspapers often"

Pie chartforWUDUPURCH.A

~ ,;

... I ...

Pie chart for 16JYMNOm

Figure 19: Affordabilityofthe newspaper

Question 37 investigated the frequency at which respondents purchased the mainstream

newspaper. The result of this question is illustrated in Figure 19 where 39.84% of the

respondents maintained that they purchased the mainstream newspaper often whilst 49.74%

of the respondents answered "no" to this question and 10.42% of the respondents answered

"not sure".
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NEWS

"Community newspapers ha ve beIter news " Mainstream newspapers have better news

reports than mainstream newspape rs" reports than commun ity newspapers"

Figure 20: Reader s perception of newspapers that provide better news

News reports and advertisements make up the content of a newspaper. Figure 20 dep icts

87.5% (336) of the respondents who thought that community newspapers provide better news

than mainstream newspapers whil st 10.42% (40) respondents answered " not sure" and 2.08%

(8) who answered "no". A s imi lar question was posed to the respondents with regard to the

mainstream ne wspaper. Figure 18 illustrates 160 respondents who say that mainstream

newspapers provide better news than community news, whilst 35.68% (137) respondents

answered "no" and 22.66% o f the respondents who were "not sure". At a glance it is evident

tha t the news reported by community newspaper s is more favourable than that reported by the

mai nstream newspapers.

To validate the readers' preference between the two genres of newspapers reporting on new s,

questions 11 and 28 sought to high light if the "news" in the newspaper was the respondent s

favo urite section. Figure 21 shows 85.42% of the respon dents who say that news reported in

community newspapers are their favourite section whilst 36.2% of the respondents chose

news reported in mainstream newspapers as bei ng their favourite section in the newspaper.
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"My favourite section In the community "My favourite section in the mainstream

newspapers is the news reports" newspapers is the news reports"

Pie d1art forFAVSECCNNE Pte chart for FAVSCCTINM

I()TS~ 9.64" I

Figure 21: News as the favourite section in the newspaper

One of the reasons that can be attributed to such a stark contrast of "news" being selected by

respondents between community newspapers and mainstream newspapers is the importance

and relevance oflocal news to respondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements are the key driving force in respect of revenue generated for all genres of

newspapers. Community newspapers provide a unique environment that is attractive to

advertisers as they address a very specific audience in terms of geographical location. The

circulation figures for community newspapers are far lesser than mainstream newspapers and

based on the mainstream newspapers wider reach and larger circulation figures they too

provide a unique environment for specific advertisers.
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"Com munity newspapers

retai l adverti sements than

newspapers"

have better "Mainstream newspapers have better retail

mainstream advertisements than community newspapers'

Figure 22: Better reta il adver tisements

The ab ove is a depiction of which newspapers provided "better advertise ments", "Better'

here meaning more effective to its audience. Figure 22 shows 93.75% of the respondent s

who felt that community new spapers provided "better" advert isements in eomparison to

mainstream newspapers. A very defin itive reason for this overwhelming majority lies in the

fact that the advertisers who advertise in community newspapers are geographieally situated

within a speeific locale unlike the mainstream newspap ers who are generally regionally

specific. The companies that advert ise frequently in community newspapers a re those that

are small to medium sized businesses who find advertis ing in mainstream new spapers far too

costly.
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"My favourite section In the community " My favourite section in the mainstream

newspapers is the advertisements" newspapers is the advertisements"

PIe eMit brF,\\lSECCNAD

Fig ure 23: Adve r tise ments as the favourite section in newspap er

Figure 23 above illustrates the response to quest ions 12 and 29 which asked the respondents if

advertisements were their favourite section in the newspaper. The response above is also

indicative of the uses and gratifications theory which explains the di fferent reasons why

people read the newspaper. In this regard, 62.24% of the respondents answered in favour of

adve rtisements in community newspapers wh ilst 36.2% of the respondents favoured the

advertisements that appeared in the mainstream newspapers.
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"Community newspapers have better " Mainstream news papers have belle r

classifi eds than mainstream newspapers" classifieds than comm unity newspapers"

Pie d'.art kit (~5ET'lf RCl
I"" 51,,,1

II
.~

PiemartferHNBfJTE lICl

10 3.91 'IIi

Fi :;:ure 24: Better classified a d vert isements

Figure 24 is an illustration of the respondents preference over which genre of newspaper

carries better classified advert isements. The mainstream newspaper finally won the favour

with the respondents in this regard as the classified advertisements in mainstream newspapers

are far more detailed and has a larger scope of what it offers com pared to community

newspapers. Figure 23 sho w s 7 1.88% of respondents who answered " yes", 24.22% of th e

respondents were "not sure" and 3.91 % answered "no".

ADVERTISERS

Prior to the introduction and gro wth of community newspapers, mainstream newspapers

mo nopolized the total market sha re of newspa per advertising. With the introduction of

co mmunity based newspapers the size of tha t market began to reduce significantly. The

co mmunity newspapers also provided the small to medium business enterprise with the

oppo rtunity to advertise by providi ng competitive advertising rates and a uniq ue advantage in

its commun ity specific target audience.
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Advertisers in both newspapers represent stores that are either national, regional , area specific

or single stores that can be found w ithin a community. These advertisers were interviewed to

asc ertain which genre of newsp aper was preferred.

STORE CLASSIFICATION

Pie chart for STORE

national: 35.71%

I regional:

Area s ecifi: 28.57 %
sin Ie: 21.4 3 %

Fi~ure 25: Store classification

The above is a representation of the different stores that participated in this survey. The

relevance of this information is re lated to the advertisem ents that are ta rgeted nationally and

or regiona lly . In Figure 25, 35.7 1% of the stores surveyed represented "national" stores.

Many of these stores prefer to use mainstream newspapers as their reac h and a wareness is far

larger than community newspapers . However this was not exclusive as many of the national

stores also secured the use of community based newspapers. Collectiv ely, the regional

(14.29%), sing le (21.43%) and area specific (28.57%) preferred to u se community based

newspapers as their business were classified as sma ll to medium enterprises. Anoth er

contributing factor was the budget allocated for advertis ing which is much smaller than that

of national s tores.
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FREQUENCY OF ADVERTISEMENTS

"1 advert ise more frequently in mainstream hI ad vertise more freq uently in community

newspape rs than commun ity ne wspapers" newspapers than mainstream newspapers"

~tt.. 1 lor~nrAr f otdla'tbLADVlIlOA

~
I

.....

Figure 26: Frequ ency of advertisements

Mainstream newspapers did not feature favourably as di d the community based newspapers.

Figu re 26 shows 100% of all ad vertisers interviewed advertised in community newspapers in

contrast to 57.14% of the advert isers who did not adve rtise frequently in mainstrea m

new spapers.
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AFFORDABILITY

"Advertis ing in mainstream newspapers is "Advertising in community newspapers is

far more affordable than community far more affordable than mainstream

newspapers" newspapers"

Figure 27: Affordability

The results of the survey shows in figure 27, all (100%) of the advert isers interviewed say

that advertis ing in community newspapers are far more affordab le than mainstream

newspapers. Figure 26 also shows at least 64.29% of the advertisers felt that advertising in

mainstream newspapers is not affordable. It is relatively expensi ve to advertise in

mainstream newspapers than community newspapers . The advertisers who felt that

advertising in mainstream newspaperswas expensive were made up of nat ional stores as well

as small to m edium businesses. From the "affo rdability" perspective. it can be seen why most

advertisers not only choose to advertise in community newspapers but al so at the frequency

o f which the y advertise.
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TARGET AUDIENCE

.. , adverti se in mainstream newspapers .., advertise in com munit y newspapers

because of the target audien ce it oilers"

PIe dT! fwAl1o/Iol HTAAGT

~
I

because of the target a ud ience it offers"

Figure 28: Target audience

The above figure illustrates a total support for comm unity newspapers in reaching the

advertisers targe t audience. Mainstream newspapers garnered 57.14% support in this regard .

However it must be said that thi s is representative of all those stores that chose to advertise in

mainstream newspapers. The reach of mainstream newspapers is far larger than community

newspapers so in effect wha t is arguable is the spec ific ity of the audience that is reached.

Within a com munity although the reach is small compared to mainstream newspapers, it is far

more definitive than mains tream newspapers. Thi s is one of the many reasons why

adve rtisers , both for nationa l and regional stores, prefer to also advertise in community

news papers.
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ADVERTISERS PREFERENCE

"I prefer to advertise

newspapers"

PI~ chart for PREFRTOADV

111 mainstream "I prefer to advertise In community

newspapers"

P,ed1artfor PRFRADVCN

Figure 29: Advertisers preference

Figure 29 shows that 100% of advertisers preferred the community newspaper and at least

35.71 % of these advertisers also preferred to advertise in mainstream newspapers. This

overlap is clearly evident that there is a benefit that is derived for advertisers that choose to

advertise in mainstream newspapers.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS VS THE DAILY NEWS

According to Picard (2001: 167) the appearance of free newspapers has caused considerable

concern among publishers of paid circulation daily newspapers, who fear that community

newspapers will further erode their circulation and undermine their advertising base. These

concerns are not without basis, because the free community newspapers are surviving in the

face of significant opposition from existing daily newspapers because they are serving the

need of advertisers and readers that is notmet by mainstream newspapers.

Throughout the advertisers analysis carried out, there was constant evidence of some favour

for mainstream newspapers although community newspapers proved to be far more popular.

This "favour" is evident that the mainstream newspaper is far from becoming obsolete;

instead it is a much needed tool in marketing, journalism and many other spheres within

which society exists. The popularity of community newspapers among advertisers is also
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evident that there is a rival within the market place wh ich has filleda serious gap and in do ing

so provided small to medium businesses with the opportu nity to engage in advertising and to

make a significant contribution to the economy of this country. This analysis provides this

study with the conclusion that there is coexistence between community and mainstream

newspapers.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a detailed analysis of the findings and the results of the survey were provided.

A comparat ive analysis was provided where necessary to demonstrate at a glance the

preference of readers and advertisers. These results were further explicated through the use

of graphs and tables. The next chapler outlines the conclusions and recommendations

extracted from the resultof the rese archfindings.
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Chapter eight

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This final ch apter presents the conclusions and recomm endations regarding the impact of

community newspapers in Kwa-Zulu Natal on The Daily News: selected advertisers' and

readers' perceptions.

IMPORTANT AIMS OF THE RESEARCH

This study aim ed to determine the impact community newspapers in KwaZulu- Natal, had on

The Daily News. The resea rcher aimed to establish this through the perceptions held by

selected readers and advertisers. This research is important, as it can assist mainstream

newspapers in restructuring th eir news content to suit the audience advertisers they aim to

target. Each objective together with thefindings will be summarized. The answer to themain

research probl em will then be discussed based on these research findings,

ADVERTISERS PERCEPTION OF MAINSTREAM AND COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS

This question was based on growth of the community newspapers that has been propelled by

a significant increase in advertising. The stores that advertise in either or both of the

newspapers we re interviewed in th is regard. The findings of this re search revealed the

majority of the stores selected for this survey had previously advertised in The Daily News.

However all of the stores selected for this survey had the experience of advertising in a

community newspaper which suited many of the stores primarily due to the shoe string

advertising budget each of these sto res had allocated. These stores were unlike national chain

stores that could afford to advertise in both genres of newspapers more frequently; however

the community newspaper proved to be a far more effective medium than The Daily News.

According to the store managers/owners, the communi ty newspaper was a more favourable

choice as it addressed a niche market effectively which in tum generated the response that

they were looking for. As a result of cheaper advertising rates offered by the community

newspaper, these stores were able to advertise on a more frequent basi s thus creating more

awareness about their stores.
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Of the other stores who had a dvertised in The Daily Ne ws and community newspapers, the

advertisers who advertised in the community newspap ers received a better response than

advertising in The Daily News . Based on selected adverti sers' perceptions this study can also

reveal advertisers advertised more frequenlly with community newspape rs than those

advertisers who advertised in The Daily News. On the issue of preprints or inserts, this study

found more national advertisers chose to insert preprints in community newspapers than The

Daily News. Finally, more readers chose to read the community newspapers for

advertisements than The Daily News. Based on these findings three imp ortant criteria :

response rate; frequent advertis ing; and audience attenti on which advertisers rel y very heavily

on, were in fav our of the community newspaper.

READERS PERCEPTION OF MAINSTREAM AND COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS

This question was important as the audience of a newspaper shares the sam e im portance as of

the adv ertisers in a newspaper. In that the newspapers are reliant on both the advertisers and

audience to contribute to their success. The perceptions of the audience reve al information

that is vital in audience research which will benefit and possibly increase newspaper

circulation. The perceptions of the audience were eva luated against The Daily News and the

community newspapers. The findin gs suggest that the frequency at which The Daily News is

read is aggregated at 33%; the frequency at which the community newspaper is read is

aggregated at 49%. This concludes that selected readers read the community newspapermore

frequently than they did The Daily News. Further to these study fmdings was the question of

the readers ' favourite newspaper. The majority (60%) of readers selected the commun ity

newspaper as their favourite newspaper, followed by twenty percent of the readers who

selected The Daily News and ten percent each of readers selected The Mercury and other

newspapers as their favourites. This study found that the majority of the respondents

(67%) seldom purchased The Daily News compared to a paltry 33% who purchased TheDaily

News on a regular basis. Th e variety of responses received from the respondents in respect of

their uses for the newspapers , encompasses the idea th at people use the media to their

advantage. Investigation into which genre of newspaper was able to gene rate more 'uses' for

the reader reve aled the comm unity newspaper as being able to fulfil th e readers' 'need' far

greater than that of The Daily News .
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WHAT IMPACT HAS THE PROLIFERATION OF COM MUNITY NEWSPAPERS HAD ON

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS (THE DAILYNEWS)

The survey with the advert isers interviewed in this research study revealed that the

community newspaper proved to be a berter alternative in respect of response, reach and rate.

This study reveals that on average advertisers advert ised more frequently with community

newspapers than with The Daily News. Prior to the introd uction of community newspapers,

the mainstream newspapers had total monopoly of newspaper advertising, though since the

introduction of community newspapers, this study reveals that the audience and advertising

has become more fragmented. Advertisers in this study claim to gel a better response to the ir

adverts in community newspapers as they target specific local audience . Adve rtisers ranked

penetration more important th an the broad reach that The Daily News offers. In order to

susta in their advertisers, The Daily News will have to guarantee their advertisers' response

and reach, an art which the communi ty newspapers have mastered. Overwhelming evidence

of this research such as the results of the frequency at which the newspaper is being

purchased; the number of community newspapers that are circulated within d ifferent areas;

the number of respondents who selected the community newspaper as their favourite; and the

number of inserts that are incl uded in the community newspaper, reveal the power of the

comm unity newspapers in KwaZulu- Natal. The community newspaper is mo re equipped at

targeting a spec ific audience with a greater response rate than The Daily News, whose reach is

broad but without penetration . This study reveals the number of preprints tha t appear in the

community newspaper far outweighs the appearance of the same in The D aily N eil'S.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on previous research carried out by the Sol Plaatje research foundation in 2006,

entitled Key Editorial and Business Strategies: A case study ofSix Indep endent Community

Newspapers, whose findings reveal a strong growth of readership and advertisers of

community newspapers in South Africa, further indicates that more research into the impact

of community newspapers must be conducted to ascertain its effectiveness. The community

newspaper is an interesting variable that can be researched against the communities it

addresses, th e audience that succumb to its blatantly localized content, the advertising

opportunities that it offers to small businesses, and finally the yards tick against which

mainstream newspapers can be measured. In respect of The Daily News, the perceptions of
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the audience mu st be taken into account to increase its readership and the value that readers

place On the newspaper. The Daily Nell's and other mainstream newspapers must adjust to

having to sha re the market with other contenders such as the community n ewspapers. In orde r

to improve their circulation, The Daily News must conduct further audience research that

would be representative of the entire population of KwaZ ulu- Natal, to ga uge their interests

and needs.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study s tro ngly suggest that co mmunity newspap ers have become a

tangible force to be reckoned with. The community newspaper is comm itted to serving and

even contributing to building a local community by providing news and information to

enhance the quality of life and to fnrge community bonds . In doing so they have strategically

posit ioned themselves within the community thus offering the advertisers a firm platform

from which to advertise their products and services. Contrasting community and metropolitan

papers, Kirkpatrick (2001) suggests that it would be very difficult for a suburban newspaper

to achieve the community cohesion found in community papers. Community newspapers emit

the message that the everyday li fe of the community is of interest and value. The

overwhelming favour received by the community ne wspapers both by the readers and

advertisers do es not however suggest the complete demise of the mainstre am newspapers .

There will always be a need for national and internati onal news which the mainstream

newspapers del iver effectively and adequately. However what this research suggests is that

mainstream newspapers will have to continuously mo uld their content according to the

targeted audience and future readers. In respec t of advertising which will always be costly

for a wider reach of audience, mainstream newspapers wiII have to create a strategy to

address this challenge to attract more advertisers .
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ADDENDUM 1- QUESTIONNAIRE TO RESPONDENTS
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For office use only: Resp ondent Number: _

Voluntary questionnaire ab out newsp apers

Mainstream Newspapers versus Community Newspapers: An investigation into readers

preferences.

Department of Commun ication Science

University of Zululand

Researcher: PADHMA MOODLEY (Student Number: 20090 6069)
Supervisor: Prof. H. Rugbcer

Norc to th e respondent

• Although I appreciate your assistance, you are not comp elled to participate in this

survey.

• If you do not desire to take part. please return the blank questionnaire at the end of the

survey session.

• Your remarks in this questionnairewill remain private and confidential. No one will be

able to trace your responses back to you as a person.

• Before completing this questionnaire, you need to give me written permission to use

yo ur responses. It wi ll be the first step tha t you will undertake on the next page. You

are assured that this is a confidential survey and that your name will not be linked to

your responses.

The questionnaire as two part s:

Section A asks permission to use your responses for academic research.

Sect ion B asks for yo ur opinions on comm unity and mainstream newspapers.

H n w to n ", ,{' /e ll ' ,//1' f! lll' \ liOl lfl ll i re

Tell me how you feel. Your responses are important to me.

Read each question carefully and take a moment to ponder each answer .

Please u se a pen to mark your responses by placing a tick (" ) or a cross (X) , in the

appro priate column, or by writingdown the appropriate information, wherever required.
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Please do not change any o f your responses afterwards (for instance: do not scratch out or

tippex any of your responses).

Thank you for your participation.

Contact Details: Padhma Moodley

002776989791 3

NOTE

MAINSTREAM NE\VS PAPERS: These newspapers serve a very broad community.

Example, The Daily News is a mainstream newspaper. It serves many suburbs in KwaZulu

Natal. It is even bought by people outside KwaZulu-Natal.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS: These newspapers serve a specific community. Example,

The Rising Sun is delivered to residents in Chatsworth.
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S ECTIO.\" ,.J

Please prov ide the follo wing confidential information to indicate that you are giving me

permission to use your responses in my research. YOll r identity will remain confidential and

will not be revealed in my thesis.

Your city and/or suburb crrv.

Suburb Postal code

Your gender Male 1

Female 2

I do not want to answer this question 3

Your age

20 to 30 years 1
31 to 40 years 2
4 1 to 50 years 3
51 to 60 years 4
Other 5
I do not want to answer this auestion 6

Are you employed?

Which race groupdo you belong to?

(Fo r statistical purpo ses only)

~=~,...----------Ic..:;--I Indian
Coloured
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~;:=--------I-=:-~--IB lack
White

SU TIO.\ IJ

..
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS:

Indicate " yes, no or not sure" to the following sta tements

NOT

Y ES NO SURE

I I READ COMMUNITY newspapers.

I ENJ OY (p refer) READING COMMUNITY

2 !NEWSPAPERS

3 COMMUNITY newsp apers are free.

COMMUNITY newspapers provide better NEWS than

~ MA INSTREAM newspapers.

COMMUNITY newspapers have better ADVERTS than

5 MAIN STREAM newspapers

COMMUNITY newspapers have better SPORTS REPORTS

6 han MAINSTREAM newsp apers

j\-OMM UNITY newspapers have better MOTOR ING NEWS

7 than MAINSTREAM n ewspap ers

COMMUN ITY new spapers have better SOCIAL

8 COVERAGE than MAINST REAM newspapers

COMMUNITY newsp apers have better CLASSFIED

9 SECTIO N than MAIN STREAM newspapers
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I prefer to search the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS for

10 SERVICE related advertisements.

My favourite section in the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER is

II the NEWS

My favourite section in the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER is

12 the ADVERTS

My favourite section in the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER is

13 SPORTS

My favourite section in the COMMUNITY NE WSPAPER is

14 SOCIAL SCENE

My favourite section in the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER is

15~e CLASSFlED SECTION

COM M UNITY NEWSP A PER S:

Indicate " yes, no or not sure" to the following statements/ questions

!yES lNo
INOT

SURE

I prefer to search the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS for

16 R E T AIL advertisements.

believe that the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS have made

me more aware of other companies and services that are

17available to me.

My favo urite section in the COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER is

15 the MOTORING NEWS
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Would you purchase COM'v1UNITY NEWSPAPERS if you

16 had to pay for it?

17 I READ COMMUNfTY newspapers very often.

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS :

Indicate" yes, no or not sure" to the following stat ements

YES lNo INOT SURE

18 I READ MAINSTREAM newspapers.

I ENJOY (or prefer) REA DING MAINSTREAM

19 iNEWSPAPERS

120 MAINSTREAM newspapers areaffordable.

MAINSTREAM newspape rs provide better NEWS than

~ I COMMUNITY newspap ers .

MAINSTREAM newspapers have better ADVERTS than

~2 COMMUNITY new spapers

l\IAI NSTREAM newspapers have better SPORTS RE PORTS

23 than COMMUNITY n ewspapers

MAINSTREAM newspapers have better MOTO RING NEWS

24 than COMMUNITY newspapers
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MAINSTREAM newspapers have better SOCIAL

~5 COVERAGE than COMMUNITY newspapers

MAINSTREAM newspapers have better CLASSFIED

26 SECTION thanCOMMUNITY newspapers

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS:

Indicate " yes, no or not sure" to the following statements

YES iNo INOT SURE

I prefer to search the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS for

27 SERVICE related advertisements

My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

28 the NEWS

My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

29 the ADVERTS

My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

30 SPORTS

My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

31 SOCIAL SCENE

My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

32 the CLASSFIEDSECTION

I prefer to search the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS for

33 RETAIL advertisements.

I believe that the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS have made

me more aware of other companies and services that are available

34 to me .
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My favourite section in the MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPER is

35 the MOTORING NEWS

I do not read the MAINSTREAM NEWSPA PE R because I have

36 to pay for it.

37 I buy MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS often?

I DO NOT ENJOY READING MAINSTREAM

38 N EWSPAPERS

39 I READ MAINSTREAM newspapers vel)' often.

Briefly h'1\ C ) OUr UpUlIon abou t the fnllo\Vlll,!.r-

TJlASK l 'OU fOR mtn . ISSI S T·L\ C!o
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ADDENDUM 2 QUESTIONNAIRE TO ADVERTISERS
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For office use only: Respondent Number: _

Voluntary qu estionnaire for advertisers about newspapers
Mainstream Newspapers versus Community Newspapers: An investigation into readers'

preferences.

Department ofCommunication Science

University of Zululand

Researcher: PADHMA MOODLEY (Student Number: 200906069)
Su per visor : Prof. H . Rugbeer

Note to the respondent

• Although [ appreciate your assistance, you are not compelled to participate in this

survey.

• If you do not des ire to take part, please return the blank questionnaire at the end of the

survey session.

• Your remarks in this questionnaire will remain private and confidential. No one will be

abl e to trace your responses back to you as a person.

• Before completing this questionnaire, you need to give me writte n permission to use

your responses. It will be the first step that you will undertake on the next page. You

are assured that this is a confidential survey and that your name will not be linked to

your responses.

The questionnaire as two parts:

Sect ion A asks permission to use your responses for academic research.

Section B asks for your opinions on advert ising in community and mainstream

newspapers

IIQ II ' (0 (' ",,,pll'lf' {l,t' '1J1f'.\/i m lll(l;n·

Tell me how )CQ!! fee l. Your responses arc important to me.

Read each question carefully andtake a moment to ponder each answer.
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Please use a pen to mark your responses by placing a tick (v") or a cross (X), in the

appropriate colum n, or by writing down the appropriate information, wherever required.

Please do not change any of your responses a fterwards (for instance: do not scratch out or

tippex any of your responses).

Thank you for your participation.

Contact Details: Padhrna Moodley

0027769897913

NOTE

MAINSTREAM NE\VSPAPERS: These newspapers serve a very broad community.

Example, The Daily Ne ws is a mainstream newspaper. It serves many suburbs in KwaZulu

Natal. It is even bought by people outside KwaZulu-Natal.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS: These newspapers serve a specific community. Example,

The Rising Sun is delive red to residents in Chatsworth.
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S ECT/OS . '

Please provide the follo wing confidential information to indicate that you are giving me

permission to use your respo nses in my research. Your identity will remain confidential and

will no / be revealed ill my thesis.

Your city and/or suburb

Your gender

Your age

CIT Y:

Suburb Postalcode

Male I

Female 2

I do not want to answer this question 3

20 to 30 vears I
31 to 40 years 2
41 to 50 years 3
51 to 60 years 4
Other 5
I do not want to answer this question 6

Are you employed?

No
I~ I
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Which race group do yo u belong to?

(For statistical purposes only)

Name of your companyh wn'

Are you the owner?

Indian I
Coloured 2
Black 3
White 4

Yes I

No 2

I do not wish to answer 3
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Please tick (or cross} the appropriate lrax:

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS:

Indicate" yes, no or not sure" to the following statements

NOT

YES NO SURE

I I have advertised in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

2 I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS frequently

3 I rarely advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

4 I never advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS.

I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because of its

5 reach.

I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because 0

the

6 awareness it creates for my business

I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because of

7 the target audience it offers

I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because it is

8 affordable.

I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because it has

9 improved my business.

MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS provide a better audience for

10 my business.

11 I prefer to advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS

12 I advertise in MAINSTREAM NEWSPAPERS because of the
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Llhigh circulation rate.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS:

Indic ate " yes, no or not sure" to the following statements

!yES NO NOT SURE

13 I have advertised in COMMUNITY NEWS PAPERS

14 I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS frequently

15 I rarely advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS

16 I never advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS.

I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS because of its

17 reach.

I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS becauseof the

18 awareness it creates for my business

I advertise in CO MMUNITY NEWSPAPERS because of the

19 target audience it offers

I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS because it is

20 affordable.

I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS because it has

21 improved my business.

COMMUN ITY NEWSPAPERS provide a better audience for

22 my business.

23 I prefer to advertise in COMMUNITY NEWS PAPERS
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I advertise in COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS because of the

24 high circulation rate.
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